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FOREWORD
This Annual Report presents the activity of the Hungarian EURATOM fusion Association in
2007. The Association is a collaboration between EURATOM from one side and the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences (HAS) on the other side. Similarly to other European countries the aim of this
arrangement is to organize a uniform fusion program in the country where national and EURATOM
funding jointly contributes to the project. On the Hungarian national side funding is attributed to the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences through its general funding to its research institutes and to the
National Office for Research and Technology (NKTH) through funding the NUKENERG consortium.
The coordination of the Association is done by the KFKI Research Institute for Particle and
Nuclear Physics (KFKI RMKI), which performs most of the activities in fusion physics research.
Besides KFKI RMKI several other institutions are participating in the fusion program: the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics (BME), the Széchenyi University in Győr, the KFKI
Research Institute for Atomic Energy (KFKI AEKI), the ATOMKI institute in Debrecen and the
Roland Eötvös University.
2007 was the last year in the EURATOM fusion programme following the rules laid down in the
past: the fusion physics work was defined by the Steering Committee of the Association while the
fusion technology program by grants from the European Fusion Development Agreement. From 2008
EFDA will have a more active role in coordinating both the physics and long term technology
programme, while a considerable effort will be devoted to the design and construction of ITER
through the Fusion for Energy organisation in Barcelona.
I hope this Annual Report gives a good overview of these activities and the Reader will be
tempted to either participate in or support such interesting and important developments.

Dr. Sándor Zoletnik
Head of Association
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Another large topic of the Fusion Physics
programme is the study of pellet injection into fusion
plasmas and their effect on the plasma. Among these
effects the most important aspect is the triggering of an
ELM instability as soon as the pellet passes through the
edge region of the plasma. This process is considered as a
possible technique for controlling ELMs which are, on the
one side, needed for plasma impurity and density control,
on the other side endanger the first wall elements of next
generation devices if remain uncontrolled. The results in
2008 revealed the type of perturbation generated by the
pellet in various plasmas and therefore will help
understand the ELM triggering mechanism which was
thoroughly documented in previous years. Preparations
were done for similar experiments on the JET tokamak by
participating in the installation of a fast camera system.

The core of the Association’s Workprogramme
consists of fusion physics research where the Hungarian
Association provides diagnostics, modelling and
experimental research for various European experiments:
the TEXTOR tokamak (Jülich, Germany), the ASDEXUpgrade tokamak (Garching bei München, Germany), the
TCV tokamak (Lausanne, Switzerland), the MAST
tokamak (Culham, UK), the COMPASS tokamak (under
construction in Prague, Czech Rep.), the Wendelstein 7-X
stellarator (under construction in Greifswald, Germany)
and the flagship of the World Fusion Programme, the JET
tokamak (Culham, UK). This strong collaboration is made
possible by Mobility Programme of EURATOM which
financially supports the on-site work of Hungarian
groups.
Although distributed on several experiments the
programme is concentrated in a few selected topics. The
largest part considers measurements in fusion plasmas
using diagnostic neutral particle beams. In these
experiments a neutral particle beam with typically 30-70
keV energy is injected into the plasma and its line
radiation is used as the source of information for the
plasma properties (Beam Emission Spectroscopy, BES).
Alternatively some lower energy (gas jet, laser blow-off)
beams are also used both for diagnostics and as a source
of tracer particles. The in-vessel observation and beam
control system of the 35 keV Lithium beam BES
diagnostics has been completed and first measurements
for the density profile has been done in 2007. The first
succesful plasma turbulence measurements were shifted
into February 2008 and will be reported on in the next
Annual Report. On the MAST tokamak a trial BES
system was operated throughout 2007 which already
provided interesting insight into the physics of Edge
Localised Modes (ELMs). The conceptual design for a
final twodimensional BES system has been prepared and
accepted for financial support by the MAST Team.
Plasma turbulence measurement has been demonstrated
on ASDEX Upgrade as well using a combination of the
local Lithium-beam diagnostic and a fast detection and
data evaluation system from the Association. For the
COMPASS tokamak in Prague the concept of a similar
BES system has been developed with some novel ideas on
magnetic field measurement via collection of the ions
stemming from the injected neutral beam. On the JET
tokamak the Association leads the upgrade of the Lithium
beam diagnostic, which aims both at higher time
resolution density profile measurements and for a
demonstration of fluctuation measurement.

The above pellet studies are supported by code
development work in order to be able to calculate the
ablation of the pellets in the plasma. A related simulation
work calculated the generation of so-called runaway
electrons (suprathermal electrons) during pellet injection
for plasma shutdown.
Besides ELMs so-called quasi-coherent modes
offer another possibility for impurity control in some
fusion experiments. One notable case was the
Wendelsteing 7-AS experiment in Garching, Germany
(closed in 2002) where the High-Density H-mode (HDH)
offered good impurity control with good thermal
isolation. A systematic “data-mining” effort has been
done to find the reason for this behaviour and signatures
of a quasi-coherent magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) mode
were revealed. These occur transiently in the plasma and
are likely to cause or accompany impurity flushing.
In order to help studying such MHD modes a
numerical MHD code development has been undertaken
and first test results achieved in linear geometry. For the
experimental data analysis several numerical techniques
have ben developed for the identification of transient
MHD modes.
In preparation to the next generation experiments
the Association is responsible for the development of a
10-camera fast overview camera system for the
Wendelstein 7-X experiment under construction in
Greifswald, Germany. This year the camera head has
been tested for neutron and gamma ray irradiation and he
mechanical camera-changing and positioning system has
been designed and built.
From
2005
some
fusion
technology
developments have been supported by the National
Office for Research and Technology: neutron damage
modeling in Beryllium, activation database development,
Helium gas cooling design and validation for the ITER
Test Blanket Module (TBM). By decision if the Steering
Committee from mid-2008 these activities were
incorporated into the Association workprogram.

Related turbulence and transport measurements
were done on the TCV tokamak. In the scrape-off layer
(close to the vacuum vessel) Langmuir probes were used
to characterise the turbulence during and between the
ELM instabilities. Surprisingly these two time intervals
show statistically similar turbulence characteristics. Also
on TCV a new numerical technique has been developed
for calculating the impurity transport coefficients in the
plasma from measurement of the radiation of laser blowoff injected impurities.
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studying chemical methods suitable for Hydrogen
generation from future fusion power plants, energy
storage for pulsed power plants and maintenance schemes
for the divertor region in the DEMO demonstration fusion
power plant.

In preparation of the ITER experiment the
Association successfully acquired several EFDA grants
for preparatory works:
• Design of the TBM integration into ITER.
Following this grant EFDA also sent one
Hungarian engineer for half year to ITER to
prepare the TBM related work on behalf of the EU.

As an alternative to magnetic controlled fusion,
Inertial Fusion Energy (IFE) research was done as a
keep-in-touch activity by studying the generation of
higher harmonic light generation in laser-plasma
interaction and a novel concept for the so called fast
ignitor scheme.

• Study and design of tomography techniques for the
ITER X-ray, neutron and bolometer diagnostics.
• Contributions to the engineering design, simulation
and definition of four ITER diagnostics, which is
half of the European diagnostic packages:
bolometry, Charge Exchange Recombination
Spectroscopy (CXRS), LIDAR Thomson scattering
and video observation system.

The research program was supported by the
provision of remote collaboration techniques (video
conferencing) and Public Relations (PR). This latter part
included presentations to students and to the general
public through different media channels, and the
organisation of the already traditional fusion part of the
Nuclear Tent and the annual “Sziget” youth festival.

For the long term the Hungarian Association
contributed to fusion technology development by
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first lens) built into the tokamak – started in 2006 and
finished in April but it could not be installed before July.
The outer part of the new observation system comprises
of two branches: the slow arm with a CCD camera and
the fast one with a 16 channels APD based camera. It
starts with a field lens – made from a pair of BK7 planoconvex lenses (combined focal length ≈ 325mm) –
located where the image of the beam formed by the inner
optics followed by a 20/80 beam-splitter that divides the
light between the CCD and APD branches. The
magnification in the two branches is very different (~0.04
for the CCD and 0.9 for the APD) therefore completely
different solutions were chosen for the two imaging
setups. At the APD camera an approximately 15x8mm2
area in the image of the beam corresponds to one channel
but the sensitive area of the APDs are only 5x5mm2.
Rectangular bi-convex lenses (f=25mm) were used in the
image plane to bring as much light as possible from the
image to the active area of the sensors. This arrangement
gives a factor of 3-4-enhancement in the light collection.
Both branches are equipped with identical interference
filters for the Doppler shifted Li2p light.

FUSION PHYSICS RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE REINSTALLATION OF
AND THE FIRST MEASUREMENTS WITH THE
ENERGETIC LI-BEAM DIAGNOSTICS ON

TEXTOR
G. Anda, T. Baross, D. Dunai, I.G. Kiss, B. Mészáros,
G. Petravich, J. Sárközi, S. Zoletnik
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: IEF-4 FZ-Jülich
Contact E-mail: petravich@rmki.kfki.hu

Developments with the Li-gun
The performance of the gun was not satisfactory
mainly due to the unreliable ion-emitters. It became clear
only around the end of the year that the coating process
during which the emitting material is baked to the
emitters has to be standardized; and even a small change
in the constituents can lead to poor performance. The
strangely behaving emitters produced some grey/black
layer on the components of the ion-optics which led to
interplay between the electrodes and also between the two
deflection plates. We experienced problems with the
beam as well: it was very difficult to produce a well
focused beam and the beam current was low too. Twice
the emitters were overheated due to accidents. We
changed the emitter almost ten times – all parts of the ionsource were thoroughly cleaned each time – but we got
reliable beam only for a limited time.

The outer optics is built on a synthetic resin
reinforced laminated wood plate that is hanging below the
Yoke. The optical parts are shielded against stray light
and dust by plastic cover. The common components and
the objective of the CCD camera were installed in July.
The design and development of the electronics for the
APD camera – 16 channels, each built from an APD
detector with special high-frequency, low-noise amplifier
– were finalized. The data-acquisition of the fast camera
unit is done with a 16-channel (14bit, 2.5Ms/sec) ADC.
The APD camera was completed and installed together
with the remaining optical parts of the APD branch in the
beginning of 2008.

A fast switch unit (previously used on W7-AS)
was installed to deflect the beam out of the plasma
synchronized with the camera exposition to make the
background images. Unfortunately, this did not work
properly in the magnetic field of the tokamak and it took
half a year to commission it.

Calibration, first measurements
Spatial calibration was done using the old
calibration tool and the CCD camera in the temporary
observation system. For determining the absolute
positions, also the coordinates of the ALT tiles were taken
as reference points in the evaluation process. Test shots
were made into the deuterium gas filled tokamak chamber
to find the optimal parameters of the beam. The beam
emission was observed using the CCD camera in the
temporary observation system. The deflection of the beam

Beam availability was very poor for the whole
2007, which made it impossible to carry out our
experimental program. It changed only in the beginning
of 2008 when we were able to produce a good reliable
beam of about 1mA ion current.
A current control code for the emitter heating and
a dual channel temperature control code for neutralizer
heating (with limited heating control signals to avoid
overheating) were developed. Beam generation control
sequence was implemented, which allows safe operation
synchronized to the tokamak shots. The touch-panel GUI
was modified – numerical input fields were placed instead
of the slide-bars. Also, additional output fields and
control switches requested by the new parts of the
experiment were placed onto the GUI. An uninterruptible
power supply was installed for the Simatic system to
ensure continuous operation or safe shutdown of the vital
components.

in

R

out
Figure 1. The Li beam in TEXTOR plasma (Shot# 103375)
on the CCD picture. The beam comes in 10° to the radial
direction from outside.

Observation and data acquisition system
The construction of the basis of the new
observation optics – a ‘periscope’ (two mirrors and the
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simulated time behaviour and changes were then
introduced to the input D(r) and v(r) profiles until a best
fit was obtained between the measurements and the
simulation. The optimal D(r) and v(r) profiles were
obtained via an analog Genetic Algorithm. We supposed
quadratic profile for D(r) (3 free parameters) and linear
profile for v(r) (2 free parameters). A realistic source
function was chosen on the basis of the experiments.
Figure 2. shows the result of the fitting procedure as well
as the fitted diffusion coefficient and convective velocity.

was varied to find the limits and the optimum value which
turned out to be zero. These test shots also serve as
intensity calibration for the plasma measurements.
After these basic tests the beam – synchronized to
TEXTOR together with the observation system – was
shot into the plasma. The beam in the plasma was well
seen on the camera pictures (Figure 1.). These
measurements confirmed that the background light
intensity from the ALT limiters is very high. The density
reconstruction is still possible if the background can be
subtracted to get a sufficiently precise emission profile.
These calibrations had to be repeated after the new
optics had been installed. The spatial calibration gave a
less accurate result because there was no illumination
inside the vessel and only the lamps on the tool were
seen. The intensity calibration was possible only in the
beginning of 2008 when the first ‘good’ beam was
produced. After this a very successful measurement
campaign was carried out.
Simulation
The CPO code was used for the JET gun geometry
with various changes. The results show that in this
geometry parallel beam can be produced with higher
extraction voltage, i.e. with higher beam current. It was
also investigated how this system works with a bigger ion
source. The results show that with a bit modified ion optic
geometry an ion beam from an emitter of about 10 mm
radius giving about 6 mA current can also be well
focused. The results were counter checked using the
AXCEL code. Such an emitter developed in KFKI RMKI
was successfully tested experimentally in the JET
duplicate gun at IPP Garching.

Figure 2. The result of the fitting procedure and the fitted diffusion
coefficient and convective velocity

To study the transport properties of many other
impurities, a fast gas injection system was installed on
TCV. The new system is capable of delivering repetitive
pulses as short as 1 ms at high speed. The first tests with
this diagnostics are ongoing.

IMPURITY TRANSPORT ANALYSIS AND
MEASUREMENTS ON TCV
M. Berta1, G. Veres2
1

SZE, 2KFKI RMKI

DIAGNOSTIC NEUTRAL BEAM DEVELOPMENT

Collaboration: Henri Weisen, CRPP- Lausanne
Contact E-mail:veres@rmki.kfki.hu

S. Zoletnik, S. Bató, G. Anda
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: IPP-Garching, UKAEA
Contact E-mail: zoletnik@rmki.kfki.hu

Impurities with medium Z (Si, Al) were injected
into TCV with laser blow–off method. The transport of
impurities was modelled by 1D model:

Lithium beams are used in today's fusion
experiments for measuring the edge plasma density
profile and fluctuations. The beam source for such a
device typically consists of a heated solid-state ion source
from which the ions are extracted with and electric field.
These are accelerated via an ion optics system and
neutralized in sodium or lithium vapour. The neutral
beam can enter the plasma through the confining
magnetic field. The beam gets excited by the plasma
particles and from its light emission the plasma density
can be deduced. As these diagnostics are being used for
density fluctuation measurements as well the light
intensity must be maximized. This calls for higher current


∂n 1 ∂  
∂n

=
 r  D( r ) − v ( r )n  + S  ,
∂t r ∂r  
∂r


where n is the concentration of a given ionic
species, D(r) and v(r) re the radial profiles of the diffusion
coefficient and convective velocity, respectively, and S is
a source term. This equation is solved numerically by the
STRAHL transport code for given D(r) and v(r) profiles.
The radiation emitted by the impurities was
recorded by a multichannel SXR camera system. The time
evolution of the recorded signal was compared to the
6

beams which is the aim of the development done by the
Association.

•

In 2006 experiments were done with different new
Lithium ion source materials and high ion currents
(around 3-5 mA) could be reached which is at least two
times higher than the current from traditional ion sources.
Unfortunately, these materials did not prove to be stable
and after at most a few days of heating they lost their
emission capacity. In 2007 development continued
towards increasing the surface of the emitter. With such
emitters and beta-eucryptit material 3-6 mA ion current
was reached which is the maximum expected at the
current acceleration geometry.

BES system for COMPASS
The BES system proposed for COMPASS would
utilize all the available options developed during the past
10 years:
•

•

Unfortunately after a few days or weeks the
Tungsten heater filament of the source broke, probably
due to the formation of caverns in the ceramics filling
material embedding the filament. As this problem could
not be overcome, various alternative development paths
were explored.
Additionally to the ion source development some
simulations were done of the beam acceleration. Results
from two codes were compared against previous detailed
measurements of the TEXTOR and JET Li-beam. The
usability of the code simulations has been confirmed
therefore it is expected that a 2-3-cm-diameter Lithium
beam can be formed from a 19-mm-diameter ion source.
This has also been confirmed in measurement at the beam
laboratory of IPP-Garching.

Li or Na beam injection, BES observation for
profile measurement with ~10 microsecond
time resolution.
2D density fluctuation measurement with fast
poloidally scanning beam.

Figure 3. Concept of BES system for COMPASS

Additionally to these known techniques a concept
of another possibility is being studied. With a somewhat
higher atomic number beam species the ions from the
beam could be detected and additional information could
be collected. This technique is called Atomic Beam
Probe. (ABP)

BEAM EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY STUDIES FOR
COMPASS
G. Anda1, M. Aradi1, A. Bencze1,
D. Dunai1, D. Nagy1, G. Veres1,
M. Berta2, G. Pokol3, G. Pór3, I. Pusztai3
1

Studying the interaction between the complex
system of turbulence, flows, mesostructures
and plasma profiles.

Atomic Beam Probe

KFKI RMKI, 2SZE, 3BME–NTI

Preliminary calculations show that K+ ions
deflected from the beam of BES system could reach the
output port of COMPASS, and could be used for
fluctuation measurements of the poloidal magnetic field
measuring the toroidal displacement of the beam. For this
purpose only the position of the ion beam at different
radial locations would be determined, energy analysis
would not be possible in the magnetic field, therefore the
electric potential measurement feature of HIBP could not
be utilized.

Collaboration: COMPASS – team IPP - Prague
Contact E-mail:abencze@rmki.kfki.hu

About BES
Beam emission spectroscopy (BES) using
accelerated neutral particle beams became a routine
technique for the determination of electron density
profiles in fusion plasmas. The method is based on the
fact that light emission from the neutral beam penetrating
the plasma depends on the plasma parameters.
BES allows us:
•

•

•

Measurement of radial profile of plasma
density with ~cm spatial and ~10 microsecond
temporal
resolution
(standard
density
diagnostic tool).
Characterization of density fluctuations in
radial–poloidal plane on time scale
characteristic for plasma turbulence (advanced
BES diagnostic tool).
Measuring poloidal flow velocities in the
plasma.

Figure 4. Trajectory of 80 keV K+ ions in the magnetic field of
COMPASS
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and fast camera images show evidence for a broad field
aligned stripe at the plasma edge. After touching the
separatrix the fingers clearly retract.

FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENT ON HEATING
BEAM AT MAST
D. Dunai, S. Zoletnik, A. Bencze, J. Sárközi, I. G. Kiss
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: A.R. Field, A. Kirk UKAEA Fusion
Contact E-mail:dunai@rmki.kfki.hu
A trial beam emission spectroscopy (BES) system
was installed on MAST spherical tokamak to characterize
the low-amplitude, high-frequency density turbulence.
The intensity of the Doppler-shifted, visible Dα emission
from the D0 heating beam is proportional to the local
electron density. This trial system utilises the collection
optics of the CXRS system and images 8 spatial channels
(∆R ~ 4 cm) over the gradient region of the plasma onto
large area avalanche photo diode (APD) (25 mm2)
detectors with high QE (up to 85%), equipped with stateof-the-art amplifiers, to provide measurements at up to 1
MHz bandwidth. This optical system was not optimized
to look along the field lines, but according to the
equilibrium calculations in the observation volume the
spatial resolution is less then 4 cm. The first channel is
just outside the separatrix (R = 1.4 m) the last channel is
deep in the core plasma (R=1.1 m) giving an overview of
plasma fluctuation behaviour over a wide range. First
results have verified simulations of the absolute beam
emission intensity, so the code can be used to design the
proper 2D BES system, completed a main object of the
trial system. The measured light level in core channels is
60-80 mV, which is 1.2-1.6*109 photons/sec, it is in good
agreement with the expected photon flux. In this photon
flux the electrical noise is <10% and dominates over the
photon noise. Even if the noise level is above the
expected fluctuation level, using advanced data analysis
techniques this information can be extracted. The most
powerful tool was found to be the time-delay correlation
technique used generally. The radial transport across the
last closed flux surface was identified as well as high
frequency quasi-coherent modes located in the pedestal
region, which were also observed by the magnetic coils.
The radial relative fluctuation amplitude profile decreases
towards the core as it is expected and the cross-correlation
drops in the neighbouring channels indicating that the
correlation length of the edge turbulence is less than 4 cm.
Because of the relatively high noise level the core
turbulence could not be resolved.

Figure 5. ELM pre-cursor oscillations observed by BES system.

TRIAL FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENT ON THE
ASDEX UPGRADE LITHIUM BEAM
S. Zoletnik, D. Dunai
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: IPP-Garching
Contact E-mail: zoletnik@rmki.kfki.hu
The Lithium-beam diagnostic of the former
Wendelstein 7-AS stellerator was used extensively
between 1996-2002 for plasma turbulence measurements.
An attempt was made already in 1998 to utilize the same
technique on ASDEX Upgrade, but the light intensity
from the collection optics proved to be marginal and the
measurement was given up. In recent years the ASDEX
Upgrade team installed a new optics therefore an attempt
was made to prove the measurement capability for plasma
density fluctuations.
The experiment consisted of the installation of a
single photomultiplier tube detector with some optics and
interference filter on one of the optical fibres which
couple the light from the optics to the detectors. The
electronic signal from the photomultiplier was coupled to
a dedicated 1 MHz sampling rate digitizer and stored for
off-line processing on a PC.

A recent study of type I ELMs on MAST, using
line integrated density measurements revealed the
existence of an edge precursor with a 10 kHz frequency.
These precursors could also be detected by the trial BES
system. In single-null H-mode discharges BES revealed a
sequence of events starting 200-400 µs before a type I
ELM. First a sinusoidal modulation appears at the
steepest part of the pedestal with a frequency of
approximately 10 kHz and a radial extent of a few cm.
The mode amplitude starts to increase and it becomes
non-sinusoidal: finger-like structures protrude towards the
separatrix, where the local density increases in short
pulses as the fingers pass by. As soon as these density
fingers reach the pedestal bottom (which is within error
bar at the separatrix) an increase is seen in edge Dα light

The measurements confirmed that the detected
photon flux at the plasma edge is somewhat less than 108
photons/sec. By careful correlation analysis 2-10%
fluctuations with 5-50 microsecond decorrelation time
could be detected in the light signal. The results are in
good agreement with other diagnostics, e.g. reflectometry.
It was found that the detection limit of beam light
fluctuations is about 1%, at 1 MHz bandwidth and about
100 ms integration time. This is suitable for both
characterization of the turbulence and the study of
transients, e.g. ELM instabilities. Based on these results it
was decided that the Association builds a 4-channel
photomultiplier system and performs systematic
measurements in 2008.
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trajectory data and plasma parameters. The exact
mechanism of radial pellet acceleration is yet unknown;
one idea is that due to drift effects, the ablation will be
different on the LFS and HFS side of the pellet. This will
result in a pressure difference exerting a force on the
pellet, which will also accelerate towards the LFS.
Deuterium pellets with different methane doping
(up to a few percent) were injected into the plasma and
among others the toroidal extension of the pellet cloud
was observed by a horizontal view. Figure 8. shows
multiple short exposure images of a non doped and a
2.4% doped pellets. Line cuts reveal the difference in the
cloud radiation distribution: the doped pellet cloud seems
to be broader and its radiation intensity larger. As these
pictures were taken without wavelength selection their
interpretation needs a detailed modeling of the pellet
cloud dynamics and the radiation of the pellet cloud
particles.

Figure 6. Autocorrelation function of Li-beam light fluctuation in the
plasma edge of ASDEX Upgrade (r/a=0.95) after correction for the
photon noise. The relative amplitude of the fluctuation is 2.5%.

PELLET DIAGNOSTICS ON ASDEX UPGRADE
TOKAMAK

T. Szepesi, K. Gál, S. Kálvin, G. Kocsis
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: IPP-Garching
Contact E-mail:kocsis@rmki.kfki.hu
On ASDEX Upgrade tokamak a pellet observation
system consisting of different digital cameras mounted on
three different views was developed. In this period the
main investigations performed by using the pellet
diagnostics were to localize the pellets for pellet ELM
triggering studies, to investigate the pellet trajectory
curvature and to determine the pellet cloud distribution
for methane doped deuterium pellets.
The localization of the pellets for ELM triggering
studies allowed to investigate the pellet caused plasma
perturbations (see the according chapter of this annual
report).

Figure 8. Pellet cloud distribution for deuterium (upper left) and doped
pellet (upper right). Pellets fly from top to bottom and the coloured lines
are adjusted along the field lines. The lower figure shows cuts along
these lines.

QUASI TWO DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION OF
PELLET ABLATION AND PLASMOID EXPANSION
S. Kálvin, D. Wágner
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: IPP-Garching
Contact E-mail:kalvin@rmki.kfki.hu
A quasi two dimensional hydrodynamic model
describing the hydrogen pellet ablation and the expansion
of the pellet cloud has been developed. The cloud is
neutral next to the pellet thus it expands isotropically, but
farther away, as it becomes ionized, it tends to tunnel the
flow along the magnetic field lines, forming an ablation
channel. The magnitude of the ablation rate depends on
the shielding properties of the pellet cloud therefore it is
determined by the flow properties of the cloud. The flow
is supersonic next to the pellet surface, but further away
from the pellet surface, where the spherical expansion

Figure 7. Trajectory of a pellet obtained from a tangential view image
(black curve) together with a calculated one (red curve).

Pellets are injected from the magnetic high field
side (HFS) of the torus, and their position was determined
using a fast framing camera system. The pellet trajectory
was observed to bend considerably for pellets with lower
velocities (240-600 m/s) (Figure 7.). The bending is
caused by radial acceleration of the pellets, while the
vertical component of their velocity remains roughly
constant. To study the radial acceleration of pellets in the
plasma, a database was created containing pellet
9

tends to become cigar shaped, a shock front transforms
the entire flow in the ablation channel into subsonic. This
significant change of the flow pattern modifies the
shielding properties of the cloud and therefore the
ablation rate.

Simulation of carbon doped deuterium pellets
Regarding the interaction of cryogenic deuterium
pellets and hot plasmas there are several unknown aspects
of the pellet cloud dynamics and its effect on the
background plasma. Doping pellets by different elements
such as carbon might provide additional information both
on the dynamics of the cloud and its perturbation created
in the plasma.

Figure 9. shows the calculated ablation rates for
different pellet sizes. The ablation rate of large pellets
differs significantly form the ablation rates obtained from
the well-known spherical symmetric scaling law. In case
of pellet sizes to be used in ITER the ablation rate might
be reduced even to 20% of the value predicted by the
spherical symmetric scaling law.

One of the important perturbations caused by a
pellet is the cooling of the ambient plasma, which might
depend on the size of the pellet cloud. The cloud size can
be measured by detecting the radiation emitted by
different ions in the cloud. Thus, we calculated the
radiated power density of the carbon ions for carbon
doped deuterium pellets. For example Figure 10. shows
the simulations of a carbon doped deuterium pellet (with
1% carbon) injected in an H-mode plasma at ASDEX
Upgrade.

Figure 10. Simulation of a carbon doped deuterium pellet injection in an
H-mode plasma at ASDEX Upgrade. The distribution of the radiated
power density along the field lines is shown on the pellet path for
different carbon ions (first three ionization states).

Figure 9. The calculated ablation rate values vs. the pellet radii (top),
the ratio the Q2D ablation rate and the spherically symmetric ablation
rate vs. pellet radii (bottom).

ELM TRIGGERING EXPERIMENTS ON ASDEX
UPGRADE

DEVELOPMENTS RELATED TO THE HYBRID

S. Kálvin, G. Kocsis, T. Szepesi

CODE

KFKI RMKI

T. Fehér, K. Gál

Collaboration: IPP-Garching
Contact E-mail:kocsis@rmki.kfki.hu

KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: IPP-Garching
Contact E-mail:tfeher@rmki.kfki.hu

ELM triggering experiments were planned to be
performed by the blower gun injecting pellets form the
magnetic LFS. Because of the technically possible double
bended injection line pellets were probably destroyed
during the transfer to the plasma therefore this kind of
measurement could not be performed.

Gridification of the Hybrid pellet code
Due to the complexity of the pellet ablation
process, simulations are important tools in understanding
pellet physics. Several parameters are influencing the
ablation process and parameter scans are often used to
explore the possible outcomes of pellet scenarios.
Parameter scans require high computational power. Grid
technology can provide us a solution for this
computational challenge.
The Hybrid pellet code was adapted to the EGEE
grid (Enabling Grids for E-science) with the help of
SZTAKI LPDS. The P-GRADE Grid Portal is used to
facilitate job submission through a web interface. Using
the grid enables single process, multiple data parallelism
that speeds up the above mentioned parameter scans.

Figure 11. Amplitude of MHD perturbation as the function of the plasma
pressure at the position of the ablating cryogenic pellet for ohmic and
ELMy (type-I and type-III) plasma scenarios.
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In 2007 the main goal of the experiments was to
gain deeper insight into the underlying physical processes
of the pellet ELM triggering. For this purpose both the
pellet induced MHD perturbation measured by the
magnetic pick-up coils and the pellet caused change in the
background plasma temperature profile detected by SXR
camera system were investigated for different ohmic and
ELMy H-mode scenarios (Figure 11.).
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It was observed that the amplitude of the MHD
perturbation driven directly by the ablating pellet depends
on the plasma parameters at the pellet location. Once a
type-I ELM is triggered this dependence is overridden by
the ELM caused explosively growing perturbation. For
type-III ELMs the amplitude is comparable to the one
driven directly by the pellet.
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At early phase of the pellet ablation the pellet only
cools the plasma regions which are located far away from
the pellet because the background plasma density is not
yet perturbed by the deposited ions. In this case the
expected axisymmetric temperature drop could be
tomographically reconstructed from the radiation
distribution measured by the SXR system with good time
resolution. One example is given in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Tomographic reconstruction of the temperature drop caused
by the cooling effect of the ablating pellet. Top: the temperature
phantom, middle: reconstructed radiation using the phantom, bottom:
measured radiation change caused by the ablating pellet.

RUNAWAY ELECTRON GENERATION DURING
PELLET INJECTION

K. Gál, T. Fehér
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To mitigate disruption-induced problems it has
been proposed that “killer” pellets could be injected into
the plasma in order to safely terminate the discharge.
Killer pellets enhance radiative energy loss and thereby
lead to rapid cooling and shutdown of the discharge. But
pellets may also cause runaway electron generation, as
has been observed in experiments in several tokamaks.
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The runaway dynamics in connection with pelletinduced fast plasma shutdown is determined not only by
the cooling and density increase during pellet injection,
but also by the post pellet temperature evolution. Thus,
the pellet code which calculates the material deposition
and initial cooling caused by the pellet is coupled to a
runaway code, which determines the subsequent
temperature evolution and runaway generation.
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Collaboration: Chalmers University Sweden,
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In case of deuterium pellets the absorbed heat is
mainly consumed by cloud expansion, while in the case
of carbon it is radiated. On a short time scale the heat
absorption of the cloud determines the temperature
evolution of the background plasma, while on a longer
time scale, the interaction between cold pellet particles
and the background plasma: radiation, Ohmic heating and
heat diffusion are also important aiming at the calculation
of the change in the temperature. The runaway code was
modified to take these effects into account. The resistive
diffusion of the electric field is followed, and the resulting
number of Dreicer and avalanche runaway electrons is
calculated during the current quench. In this way, a tool
has been created to test the suitability of different pellet
injection scenarios for disruption mitigation. Simulations
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density ELM-free regime of Alcator C-Mod. As of yet, no
definite answer can be given whether these modes at W7AS are also the real impurity flushing mechanism or only
a by-product of the real transport phenomena. Their good
correlation with the impurity radiation however makes
them the prime candidates for the impurity flushing
mechanism. Further investigations are under way as well
as a careful study to compare the QC modes at the two
devices in order to gain more insight into the nature of
this mode.

were performed for a (low density) JET-like plasma
profile. If runaway generation is avoided, the resulting
current quench times are too long to safely avoid large
forces on the vessel due to halo currents even in the case
of multiple carbon pellet injection as is shown in Figure
13.

a)

b)

Figure 13. A simulation of five successive carbon pellets with rp =0. 6
mm (4. 1·1019 particles) and vp = 500 m/ s. The evolution of the
temperature (a) and density (b) on short time scale. (c) The simulated
temperature on long time scale. (d) The resulting current quench.

c)

QUASI-COHERENT MODES IN THE HIGH
DENSITY H-MODE REGIME OF W7-AS
E. Belonohy1, G. Papp2, G. Pokol2, S. Zoletnik1
1

KFKI RMKI, 2BME NTI

d)

Collaboration: IPP-Garching, IPP-Greifswald
Contact E-mail:belonohy@rmki.kfki.hu
Figure 14. Quasi-Coherent mode present in the HDH phase of the
discharge. The plasma density is held constant up until 0.4s and then
ramped to a higher plateau to attain the HDH state. (a) Spectrogram of
the magnetic fluctuation measurement of the H* (0.33-0.4 s) and the
two HDH phases (0.4-0.45 s, 0.49-0.55 s) of the discharge. (b) Impurity
radiation from bolometry for the same time segment. (c) Average shorttime Fourier coherence of the 16 Mirnov channels for the same time
segment. The different H-mode phases are indicated accordingly. (d)
Minimum short-time Fourier coherence of the 16 Mirnov channels for
the same time segment.

The High Density H-mode (HDH) is a highly
promising ELM-free H-mode on the Wendelstein 7-AS
(W7-AS) stellarator exhibiting no impurity accumulation.
As future fusion-oriented stellarator devices need to run at
high densities, a regime often susceptible to impurity
accumulation in the standard H-modes of W7-AS, the
HDH is of particular interest. The mechanism responsible
for the reduced impurity concentration is still undetected
and remains a central question in understanding this Hmode.

MHD AND X-RAY TRANSIENTS

Our investigations of Mirnov coil signals
identified Quasi-Coherent (QC) modes appearing in the
HDH phase showing particularly good correlation with
the impurity radiation as shown in Figure 14. The QC
modes reside in the plasma edge and have frequencies in
the 50-350 kHz range. No mode number as of yet could
be identified from the wall-mounted Mirnov coil arrays,
placing it at higher mode numbers (n>6). The modes
usually appear in close pairs and have no higher
harmonics. The study has been extended to a variety of
fast diagnostics, however no other diagnostics have been
found yet in the region and frequency range of interest.
The universality and parametric dependences of its
frequency and amplitude is under investigation.

G. Pokol2, G. Papp2, G. Pór2, S. Zoletnik1
1

KFKI RMKI, 2BME NTI

Collaboration: IPP-Garching, IPP-Greifswald
Contact E-mail: pokol@reak.bme.hu
Although transient phenomena play an important
role in fusion plasmas, most of present-day signal analysis
methods are more suited to the analysis of stationary time
signals. We have developed short-time Fourier and
wavelet based methods specifically for the analysis of
transient signals of fusion plasma diagnostics.
First the capabilities of the wavelet-based filtering
are demonstrated using Asdex Upgrade (AUG) soft X-ray
(SXR) signals. In this method we decompose the signal
using orthogonal Fast Wavelet Transform, which gives a

The QC modes also show strong similarities to the
QC modes found in the Enhanced D-alpha (EDA) regime,
responsible for the low impurity concentration in this high
12

signal representation composed of one low-resolution
signal approximation, and the complementing finer detail
levels. Altering the independent transform values enables
an effective way to filter out unnecessary parts of the
signal, still preserving the time-variation information of
the different detail levels. The filtered signal can be
reconstructed by the inverse wavelet transform. On AUG
SXR signals, we have investigated the possible
advantages of wavelet-based noise filters in separating
traces of coherent structures from background and noise
with promising results (Figure 15). Cleared time traces
can be used for further analysis.

FAST ISAT MEASUREMENTS AT THE TCV FIRST
WALL

A. Bencze1, M. Berta2, G. Veres1
1

KFKI RMKI, 2SZE

Collaboration: R. Pitts, CRPP-Lausanne
Contact E-mail:abencze@rmki.kfki.hu

TCV wall Langmuir probes
An array of 19 wall embedded Langmuir probes
located in a single poloidal line spanning 10 cm above
and below outboard mid-plane has been used to monitor
both Type III ELMs observed in standard TCV ohmic Hmodes and L-mode fluctuations. The probes are operated
in ion saturation and acquired at 125 kHz.
Time averaged ion flux at the LFS-wall
Figure 17. shows the ‘poloidal’ variation of the
time averaged ion flux for different line averaged density
TCV L-mode discharges. In these z=0 shots the plasma
mid-plane was located at the probe #78.

Figure 15. The cross correlation functions (CCFs) of line of sights I56
and I57 from AUG shot #22377, t=4.53-4.55. The CCF of the raw signal
has complex structure. The CCFs between the individual detail levels of
these signals dissociate this structure into simpler, distinct structures
with higher correlation showing that different phenomena appear at
different levels.

Another set of signal processing methods aims at
recovering information on the spatial structure of transient
modes: spatial coherence and mode numbers. The key of
these methods is the phase information revealed by shorttime Fourier transform or continuous analytical wavelet
transform. Time-shift invariance of these transforms is
maintained throughout the whole signal processing
making these methods appropriate for transient signals.
Analysis was performed on Wendelstein-7 AS and AUG
magnetic probe signals (Figure 16).

Figure 17. The time average ion saturation current measured by the LFS
wall probes.

From signals recorded at the outboard mid-plane
the ion flux seems follow quadratic power low as a
function of density (see Figure 18.). This dependence has
been previously confirmed by fast reciprocating probe
measurements, where it was found that the ion particle
flux measured at the wall position scales as a square of
the line averages density.

Figure 16. Mode numbers of transient MHD modes in Wendelstein-7
AS based on signals of a poloidal Mirnov coil ring
Figure 18. Dependence of ion flux on the line average density.
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ELM-timing and the SPRT

VERIFICATION OF NUMERICAL
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC SIMULATIONS

Using a sophisticated method called Sequential
Probability Ratio Test for magnetic signals the start of
MHD activity associated to an ELM has been accurately
defined. The time delay between the start of the nonlinear
MHD activity and the filament arrival at the first wall has
been found to be about 35 microseconds. This gives an
effective radial propagation velocity of 860 m/s.

P. Kávrán1, É. Belonohy2, S. Zoletnik2, G. Házi1
1

KFKI AEKI, 2KFKI RMKI

Contact E-mail:gah@aeki.kfki.hu

Propagation of perturbations in a z-pinch
Comparison of ELM and inter-ELM filaments
A numerical code has been developed solving the
compressible viscous, resistive magneto-hydrodynamics
(MHD) equations using the spectral element approach
(SEM) to study physical processes in plasmas confined by
magnetic fields.

Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in
different phases of the type III. ELMing plasma have
been compared (Figure 19.). One can conclude that no
significant qualitative differences are seen in the statistics
of filaments (blobs, fluctuations) of different ELM
phases.

Our code was verified in 2006 by solving a
number of simple benchmark problems, including the
magnetohydrostatic convergence test, Brio-Wu shock
wave test, evolution of Orszag-Tang vortices and the
Kevin-Helmholtz instability. This year, the verification
has been extended to study the propagation and dynamics
of MHD modes in a z-pinch. Here we briefly present
some preliminary results.
The simulation domain is a cylinder having unit
length radius. The plasma is in equilibrium at the
beginning of the simulation. In order to verify our SEM
MHD solver a small perturbation is imposed on the initial
conditions, exciting mode m=1.
As the simulation starts, the flow evolves
following the dynamics of the MHD equations and
various modes are excited through the non-linearity of the
physics.
The evolution of the velocity field is shown at
timestep 1000 and 10000 in Figure 20. The initial
perturbation in the velocity field excites modes both in the
velocity and magnetic fields. The systematic analysis of
these modes is in progress.
In Figure 21., the energy of mode m=1 is shown
for the velocity component vx. at different radial positions
and as a function of time. This figure shows the initial
m=1 mode moving from the outer region of the plasma
towards the center and back. The m=1 MHD modes can
be observed clearly at different radial locations in Figure
21. (bottom) where the instantaneous velocity is shown at
timestep 20000.

Figure 19. Rescaled PDFs (a), power spectra (b), and autocorrelation
functions (c) of ion saturation current fluctuation for different ELM
phases measured at the mid-plane.
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VIDEO DIAGNOSTIC DEVELOPMENT FOR W7X
STELLARATOR

D. Bódizs4, Sz Czifrus4, G. Kocsis1, Á. Molnár1, K.
Nagy4, G. Náfrádi2, J. Pálfalvi2, T. Pázmándi2,
G. Petravich1, G. Pór4, G. Porempovics3, S. Récsei1, J.
Sárközi1, V. Szabó3, A. Szappanos1, S. Zoletnik1
1
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Collaboration: IPP-Greifswald
Contact E-mail:kocsis@rmki.kfki.hu

The video diagnostic for W7X stellarator is being
developed by the Hungarian EURATOM Association.
The diagnostics will be mounted on the 10 tangential
AEQ ports (Figure 22.) allowing us to observe nearly the
whole plasma volume. In the selected design the whole 2
m long port will be under atmospheric pressure and the
vacuum interface will be at the plasma facing side of the
port. The vacuum window located here will be protected
by a cooled pinhole and a shutter. A docking unit joined
to the vacuum window positions accurately the capsule
hosting the sensor module of the camera (Figure 23.).

Figure 20. Components of the instantaneous velocity field (left at
timestep 1000, right at 10000).

AEQ port

Figure 22. The two AEQ ports in one segment of the W7X stellarator
(top) and the camera capsule together with the part bellow connecting it
to the outer port flange (bottom).

The detector system will be divided into a sensor
module located behind the vacuum the controlling and
data acquisition computer.
In 2007 the design of the mechanical components
of the diagnostics was finished the parts were
manufactured and mechanically tested in the mock-up
port built in our laboratory.

Figure 21. Energy of mode m=1 at various radiuses and as a function of
time (top), instantaneous velocity field at 20000 (bottom).

During its way, mode m=1 excites some higher
order modes as well at specific radial locations. The
presence of these modes is exploited by the means of
spectral analysis.
Having the tools for the analysis of our simulation
results, we can turn our qualitative evaluation to a
quantitative one and complete the verification of our
MHD solver.
After verification, our final aim is to use the code
for the simulation of physical phenomenon, which takes
place in tokamaks supporting our measurements and
theoretical work by simulation data.

Figure 23. Components of the front end part of the video diagnostics:
the protecting pinhole, vacuum window, the docking unit and the camera
capsule (from left to right).
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The gamma radiation test of the sensor module
was performed at the training reactor of the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics, where the
sensor module was irradiated with different gamma dose
rates (between 100mGy/h and 5Gy/h) without observing
any enduring pixel damage.
The neutron irradiation test was done In the BIO
testing site of Budapest Neutron Centre, where the sensor
module was exposed to 2x1012 n/cm2 at low gamma
background. Preliminary results show, that the camera
can withstand the yearly neutron dose but enduring pixel
damages were also observed.

Figure 24. The camera sensor module

The first version of the camera sensor module was
electronically and functionally tested (Figure 24.).
Presently the 10Gbit fiber link, the image processor and
control unit are under development.
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followed by very efficient recovery. The results
emphasise the important role of the many body effects.
Further simulations are necessary to reduce the statistical
uncertainties of the numbers of the defects to enable
acceptable estimations for the thermal spike and for the
displacement threshold energy. On the basis of the
obtained results further simulations have been be prepared
for higher PKA energies and for systems with a few
millions of Be-atoms and helium content.

FUSION TECHNOLOGY FOR ITER
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF THE
DAMAGE OF BERYLLIUM

A.Fenyvesi, I. Valastyán, K. Tőkési,
ATOMKI
Collaboration: FZK IRS, Karlsruhe
Contact E-mail: fenyvesi@atomki.hu

ITER TBM DESIGN AND VALIDATION
B. Kiss, G. Légrádi

Elaboration of a framework of simulations with
molecular dynamics (MD) methods is in progress for
beryllium via two approaches. The aim is simulating
neutron induced displacement cascades and helium
behaviour in the damaged structure.

BME NTI
Collaboration: FZK-Karlsruhe
Contact E-mail: kiss@reak.bme.hu, legradi@reak.bme.hu

In the first approach a new dedicated MD code is
under development in object oriented programming style.
The code can run on up to max. 128 processors. The basic
functions of the code have been tested and further
developments have been started. An Embedded Atom
Method (EAM) type new potential is also developed. An
improved set of the potential parameters has been
obtained on the basis of the results of the simulations
carried out with the new code for crystals for a few
hundred Be-atoms without external perturbations.

HETRA experiment
A Helium Cooled Pebble Bed Test Blanket
Module (HCPB TBM) will be installed into one of
equatorial ports of the ITER, wherein the tritium breeding
will be tested. The first wall (FW) is the most heat loaded
component of the TBM, since its front side is exposed to
the plasma. The nominal heat flux is 270 kW/m2 during
the operation, but it may reach the 500 kW/m2 in an
excess case. The back side of the FW is heated by
breeding units with heat flux of 60 kW/m2. The FW is
cooled with helium of inlet temperature, pressure and
mass flow rate of 573 K, 80 bar and 0.1 kg/s per channel.
Due to the asymmetrical heating and the week cooling
steep temperature gradients are expected in the FW steel
structure, which cause strong thermal stresses. For
evaluation these stresses, accurate determination of the
FW steel structure’s temperature distribution and the heat
transfer itself are needed.

In the second approach the versions 2 and 3 of the
DL_POLY MD code are employed and the potentials
were taken from the literature. Up to now a 2-body
interatomic potential, and two (electron) density
dependent many body potentials (a Finnis-Sinclair type
and a modified EAM type) have been implemented into
the codes. A Born-Mayer potential has been chosen to
treat the embedding of He atoms in Be-matrix. At short
distances the potentials have been connected to the
relevant Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark potentials. Ranges of
the control parameters (integration schemes, time steps,
cut offs, relaxation parameters of the thermostat, etc.)
have been determined. Equilibrated states of hexagonal
close packed (hcp) Be-crystals were simulated at p=1 bar
pressure at different temperatures (T = 4 K, 32 K, 296 K,
600 K, 1550 K and 2700 K). Radial density distribution
functions and temperature dependence of the
configuration energy and the mean displacement of the
atoms were calculated. Displacement cascades have also
been simulated for hcp Be at T = 600 K and p = 1 bar up
to a few picoseconds. The energies of the primary
knocked Be-atoms were in the EPKA = 0 - 50 eV range.
The number of vacancy-interstitial pairs was followed as
a function of the time. In the case of the 2-body potential
the expected tree like structure of the displacement
cascades was not pronounced in the EPKA = 0 - 50 eV
range. The estimated threshold energy for the production
of stable residual Be-atom displacement was about Eth ≈
25 eV for the main crystallographic direction <010>. In
the case of the effective pair potential representation of
the Finnis-Sinclair type electron density dependent many
body potential significantly larger volumes were affected
by the developed cascades and tree like structures were
clearly observed. Thermal spikes developed with
surprisingly high number of defects and they were

Based on the results of preliminary CFD
calculations, the HETRA experiment facility is designed
to investigate the temperature distribution in a U-sweep of
a FW cooling channel and to validate the earlier CFD
results.

Figure 25. HETRA test facility

The test section will be heated only on the plasma
facing side of the first wall. In the HETRA experiments,
the heat flux of 270 kW/m2 will be generated by a set of 8
ceramic heaters on the plasma facing side. To ensure
uniformity and to moderate effects of imperfect thermal
contact, both the heaters’ and the first wall’s surfaces are
covered by thin graphite layers (thickness of 0.5 mm) and
a 10 mm layer of copper is also placed between them.
Since the temperature measurements within the flow
domain would disturb the fluid flow significantly, the
computational results will be verified only via the
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measured steel temperatures. For that purpose 8 sets of
temperature measurements will be performed along the
heated section. Within each set the temperature will be
measured at 7 positions with thermocouples of 0.5mm in
diameter. The thermocouples are planned to be inserted
orthogonally to the heat flux (from bottom/top side of
heated section) in order to minimize temperature
gradients along the thermocouple cable.

HELOKA TEST VACUUM VESSEL
G. Porempovics, V. Szabó
BME MM
Collaboration: FZK-Karlsruhe
Contact E-mail:poremg@mm.bme.hu

For improving the design and defining the proper
measuring positions, the complete test facility was
modelled and simulated with the ANSYS CFX-11.0 code.
The manufacturing of components for the test facility is
going on; and the validation measurements will be
performed this year.

Design of the Vessel
The mechanical design of the vessel finished. The
positions of the nozzles were modified according the
requirements of the environment (Support structure,
building, pipe works, vacuum pumps, etc.).

Other TBM related CFD calculations
Due to the significant heat production inside the
breeder units (BUs) and other components, heat removal
from the volume of the HCPB TBM is also an important
task. Therefore, both the TBM side plates (CAPs) and the
Stiffening Grids (SGs) have to be cooled with the He
coolant medium which leaves the FW channels. The
sandwich-structured TBM manifold system has the task to
collect the coolant from the FW channels and distribute it
into the CAP and SG cooling channels. (and collect it
again and distribute into the BUs).
Hydraulic calculations performed by CFD codes
for the different concepts of the TBM manifold support
the design that it will be able to distribute the coolant into
the CAP and SG channels with the demanded mass flows.
By using the similarity theory, calculations performed
with air coolant will be validated with the GRICAMAN
experiments. Then calculations will be performed with He
coolant for the whole 2nd and 3rd level of the TBM
manifold.

Figure 27. The vessel

Structural analysis
Nonlinear analysis for the door and vessel connection
It was not clear weather doors act like stiffeners,
so it was analyzed the connection between the doors and
the cylinder by a nonlinear analysis. Using the required
preloads on bolts the door deforms together with the
vessel.

Simultaneously, the uniform cooling of the SG
plates and the flow characteristics inside the SG cooling
channels are investigated with coupled heat conduction
and thermo-hydraulic calculations performed with CFD
codes for the different concepts of the SG plates.
Validating these calculations is also planned.

Figure 26. Temperature field along the mid-plane of a SG plate – inside
the plate and the cooling channels
Figure 28. Total deformation
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Static analysis of the vessel

DEVELOPMENT OF UP-TO-DATE NEUTRON
CROSS-SECTION DATA LIBRARY FOR

It was built a mid-surface model of the whole
vessel and made static analysis for pressure and for
vacuum. There were some dangerous spots in the
structure, so some modifications were suggested. Later
analyses results proof that these modifications were
useful. It was possible to keep the stress level under limit.

ACTIVATION AND TRANSMUTATION ANALYSES
OF FUSION AND MEDIUM ENERGY
APPLICATIONS

S. Sudár
UD
Collaboration:FZK
Contact E-mail:sudarsa@delfin.unideb.hu
A completely new version of the neutron
activation data library IEAF-2001 is currently developed
in collaboration between Forschungszentrum Karlsuhe,
Germany, University of Debrecen, Hungary and the
Obninsk State Technical University, Russia. This library
will contain neutron induced activation and transmutation
cross sections for nuclides with Z=1-84. The neutron
energy range will extend from thermal energy up to 150
MeV, the cross sections are evaluated on the basis of
nuclear model calculations.
The new library is based manly on GNASH
results. Nevertheless we try to get advantages from the
usage for some reaction channels already available
evaluations. We consider EAF-2005 activation data
library as the most advanced one to be considered for
inclusion in the newly developed library. The EAF-2005
library evaluated data demonstrate high quality especially
below 20 MeV. For those reaction channels that we
accept for new library the adjustment with GNASH
results is made usually at 20 MeV or in some cases
(where EAF-2005 are very reliable) at 60 MeV.

Figure 29. Stress intensity [MPa] (Membrane)

Linear buckling analysis of the vessel
It was important to check the vessel for stability,
while it is a vacuum vessel and buckling can occur. The
results of the linear buckling were acceptable for the
structure. The value of load factor was below the limit.

The flowchart of the evaluation procedure is
shown in Figure 31. The core routine for cross section
calculations is GNASH code which is used for
calculations from 0.001 to 150 MeV incident neutron
energies. Preparation of the new activation data library
assumes numerous GNASH calculations for nuclei with
atomic numbers up to 84. To prepare detailed input files
for GNASH we make use of RIPL-2 data. Transmission
coefficients along with total, elastic scattering and
reaction cross sections are calculated with ECIS96 code
that is very powerful for optical model calculations.

Figure 30. First form of buckling

Technical specification
A detailed technical specification was made that
includes all the result of the structural analyses and the
detailed description of the design and parts.

ECIS

EAF-2005

INPUT

Analysis

RIPL-2

Experiment

Evaluated
file

Figure 31. Flowchart of the activation data evaluation procedure
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Since the evaluation covers incident neutron
energies up to 150 MeV we accounted for in the
calculations as many as possible reaction paths. The
number of residual nuclides considered was limited by a
maximum atomic number difference of ∆Z=8 and a
maximum atomic mass difference of ∆A=20 with respect
to the target nucleus. An example of the evaluated
excitation function is shown on Figure 32.
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Sm(n,2n)

Cross section [mb]

1500

The format for data representation is ENDF-6. A
very short description is given in MF=1 MT=451.
Standard ENDF-6 switches are applied to identify target
nucleus, for example, nonstable nuclide, isomeric state
etc.
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Cooper, 04
EAF2005
GNASH
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Figure 32. The evaluated excitation function of150Sm(n,2n)149Sm
reaction.
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JET ACTIVITIES
JET EP2 PROJECT

•

In 2005 EFDA decided to undertake a major
upgrade project of the JET facility: replacement of the full
inner wall cover of the device, an upgrade of the heating
beam capability, fast pellet injector, enhanced vertical
position control and a package of diagnostic in support of
the above developments. This follows a similar, but
smaller scale development a few years earlier and
therefore it is called Enhanced Performance 2 (EP2).
Association-HAS is involved in two projects in EP2: the
installation of a fast camera for pellet and filament
measurements and the upgrade of the Li-beam diagnostic.

•

The current of the Lithium ion source was
planned to be increase from max 2 mA into the
6-8 mA range. This development is decribed in
a separate section.
A new camera was purchased in 2007 which
will allow faster profile measurement.
A set of fast detectors is planned to facilitate a
trial of turbulence and fast profile
measurement. In 2007 a decision was made,
that avalanche photodiodes will be installed.
The detectors were purchased and the design
of the fast detector system started. They are
planned to be installed on JET in May 2008.

LITHIUM BEAM UPGRADE PROJECT
S. Zoletnik, G. Anda, S. Bató, D. Dunai, B. Mészáros
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: IPP-Garching, UKAEA
Contact E-mail: zoletnik@rmki.kfki.hu
The Li-beam upgrade aims at improving the
performance of several components, work on them
proceeded in parallel:
•

•

The head of the viewing periscope. The
periscope is a large optical device with a
lenght of about 2.5 m., Its head is very close to
the plasma therefore received high heat loads.
It contains a mirror which can be adjusted by
remote control and can also be fully closed.
The EP2 project aimed at replacing the
periscope head because the mirror was badly
damaged and needed to be moved in a larger
angle range. Requirements for the periscope
head are demanding: it should be able to
operate at 200 ºC and withstand 320 ºC
temperature. During plasma operation the
mirror head can even reach a temperature of
up to 600 ºC temperature. In 2007 the design
of the new head was done and approved by the
JET Operator. The mechanism was
manufactured bt Fiers Mechanika Kft. and a
test rig built at KFKI RMKI. During high
temperature testing mechanical problems were
experienced, which necessitated several
modifications. This caused a delay therefore
the new head installation was shifted to the
new JET shutdown in mid 2009.
Optical fibres. The light is transmitted up
along the periscope via optical fibres, several
of which were already damaged after more
than 10 years operation. A new arrangement
was made with mode fibres. The new fibre
holder was manufactured by Fiers Mechanika
Kft. and fibres ordered from Oxford
Electronics. The new arrangement was
successfully installed by the operator in 2007.

Figure 33. The periscope head in the laboratory.

FAST FRAMING CAMERA INSTALLATION FOR
PELLET, PLASMA-WALL AND FLUCTUATION
STUDIES FOR JET
G. Kocsis, G. Petravich
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: CIEMAT, IST, JET
Contact E-mail:kocsis@rmki.kfki.hu
The project is part of a package of diagnostic
enhancement which is to be implemented in the
framework of JET EP2 program. The leading Association
is CIEMAT and the work is done in cooperation with
EURATOM-IST and EURATOM-HAS. The Hungarian
contribution is to define and develop a visible observation
system based on a fast framing camera and the visible
part of the KL-7 wide angle view tangential endoscope
which is appropriate to investigate pellet-plasma
interaction with good spatio-temporal resolution.
For the observation the Photron APX-RS camera
was selected and tested during C18-C19 campaigns at
JET. The integrated neutron fluence absorbed by the
camera after four months of operation is in the range of
4x1010n/cm2. No evidence of permanently damaged pixels
was observed. Several disruptions were also recorded, the
camera withstanding field variations of up to 4 T/s. The
test camera system has proven to provide useful
21

information during the experiments. Based on these
experiences the final design of the optical set-up was
worked out. For pellet investigations where the
maximization of the spatial resolution is a key element an
F300 optics together with a teleconverter was selected.
(see Figure 34.) The spatial resolution of the optical
setting was tested and found to be appropriate.
The installation of the new design is expected in
the middle of 2008. After commissioning the camera
system will be used as one of the basic diagnostic during
pellet ELM pacemaking and plasma fuelling experiments.

Figure 34. Final design of the fast framing camera observation system:
a view of the fast camera supporting structure and optomechanical
elements. The F300 mm optics with the 2:1 teleconverter is designed for
pellet investigations.
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carried out by our collaborating partners in Soreq (Israel)
and in the NRL (USA) became possible. Figure 35.
shows some typical spectra near threshold. It can be
clearly seen as the He-like Li line appears and dominates
above 1013 W/cm2. Increasing the intensity with a factor
of 2, the Lyman-α line a signature of double ionization
occurs as well and it starts to dominate soon.

KEEP IN TOUCH ACTIVITIES IN INERTIAL
FUSION ENERGY
I.B. Földes, N. Jegenyés, T. Suta
KFKI RMKI
Contact E-mail:foldes@rmki.kfki.hu

KrF Lasers for Fast Ignition
As the experimental work in Hungary is based on a
short-pulse KrF laser system, considerations were done
about the applicability of these lasers as fast ignitors.
Clearly, the excellent beam quality and the short
wavelength of KrF excimer lasers make them good
candidates for IFE driver. Due to their short wavelength
these lasers could also act as fast ignitors, since they can
penetrate into the plasma of a significantly higher density,
compared to infrared lasers. If one wants to avoid the use
of cones for fast ignitors, short wavelength and thus KrF
radiation seems to be the real alternative. Based on a
recent proposal which suggested the use of the same KrF
amplifiers for driver and ignitor, István Földes and Sándor
Szatmári considered its possibilities for the planned NRL
KrF test facility using 0.5 MJ driver laser energy. Taking
into account the properties of KrF e-beam pumped
amplifiers it was shown that a 30% increase of the pump
duration is sufficient to reach the required 50kJ energy for
the fast ignitor.

Figure 35. LiF spectra for1.1 x1013 W/cm2 (magenta) and for intensities
between 2-3x1013 W/cm2 (others)

High-Harmonics Generation with Sub 10-fs Laser
Within the frames of the EURATOM mobility
program we participated in the high-harmonics
experiment in the MPQ, Garching. During the
experimental series high-harmonics were successfully
generated up to the 16th order. This is the first time that
laser plasma harmonics were generated by a sub-10fs
laser pulse. Generation of harmonics with such short
pulses leads to the generation of single attosecond pulses.
High-harmonics generation was obtained by using ppolarized laser radiation, whereas no harmonics were
observed in the case of s-polarized laser beam. The
dominant mechanism of harmonics generation in our case
proved to be the coherent wake emission. Harmonics
spectra showed broadening in case of decreasing the pulse
duration of the laser below the 10fs limit. The spectra also
show
complicated
fine-structure.
Systematic
investigations of the spectra were carried out with varying
chirp, pulse duration and laser energy.

In contrast to the traditional single-beam fast
ignitor a new, multiple-beam scheme was suggested
utilizing the special amplification properties of KrF
lasers. It consists of hundreds of KrF pulses of ps duration
each focused separately onto the fusion pellet. Since the
extractable energy from a KrF amplifier is independent of
the pulse duration below ~100ps, the shortest practical
pulse duration of ~1ps is targeted. The energy of the
individual beams is chosen so that 8x1020 W/cm2
focussed intensity for electron acceleration up to 2 MeV
can be obtained practically by single-beam amplification.
This approach avoids beam demultiplexing which is the
greatest difficulty associated with the usual single-beam
(20 ps) fast ignitor schemes.
VUV Spectroscopy of LiF Plasmas
LiF plasmas contain two low-Z ion-components,
therefore the investigations of it can be used as a test for
calculations of multiple ion-components. Both Li K-shell
and F L-shell have spectral lines between 10 and 20 nm, a
range which can be well investigated with VuV
spectroscopy using our toroidal grating (550 l/mm,
Holographic, Jobin-Yvon). This spectral range is also
interesting for lithography. Clearly, Li is a candidate as xray source for lithography. We followed the spectra of
LiF targets illuminated by the 600 fs KrF laser pulse from
the plasma threshold up to 1016 W/cm2 intensities where
nonlinear interactions, as harmonics generation starts to
dominate in the, by that time, fully striped plasma. The
higher reproducibility of our upgraded KrF laser system
allowed us to obtain more reproducible VUV spectra.
Thus a comparison – better than previously – with
theoretical models for two ion-component plasmas, as

a

b
Figure 36. The spectrum (intensity vs. harmonics order) in Figure 36b
shows the case of minimum pulse duration. The lines are significantly
broadened and even splitted in comparison with Figure 36a in which
case the GDD is larger, and the pulse duration is correspondingly
longer.
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information about nuclear energy. The main objective is
to clarify the facts and beliefs about the nuclear energy. In
2005 PhD students from fusion research joined the work
to show a possible future of nuclear technology, which is
cleaner, safer, everlasting but also very challenging. From
2006 facing the challenge of the international audience
foreigner young fusion researchers were asked to join the
team. This year a member of FOM (Netherlands) assisted
the successful presentation.

PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTIVITIES
D. Dunai, G. Anda, B. Tál
KFKI RMKI
Contact E-mail:dunai@rmki.kfki.hu

Participating the Sziget Festival

The question naturally arises, how anyone can talk
about fusion and science in the middle of a music festival
and who is interested there anyway. We had good
experiences, in the young generation there is a well
observable demand for information about the newest
results of research including fusion. Our visitors filled out
a test with the help of a fusion brochure, which then was
corrected and explained by an expert. The questions were
planned to make a short introduction from fusion reaction
to the future reactor, pointed to the importance of ITER
and its European site. One big advantage of this method is
the possibility of the informal discussion; another is that
the given information is dependent of the knowledge level
of the interested student, making this communication very
effective. Each visitor even won a small present (pen,
beach ball and small toy, etc.) and they could win a Tshirt by lot. Many young teachers visited our tent
receiving a fusion CD with interactive content, which
might be a very effective channel of spreading
information. This year ~1000 students participated in the
program, and 20% of them filled English or German tests,
which also means we still have to improve the
international presence.

Sziget (Island in Hungarian) Festival celebrated its
15 Anniversary this year. From a local rock concert it
evolved into one of the greatest musical and cultural
events in Europe. It is hard to write up what makes the
Sziget extraordinary among the many music festivals
around Europe, but its atmosphere is surely unique. It
might come partly from the locale itself, since it is
organised in an island of the Danube in the heart of
Budapest, or partly from the programs since besides of
concerts of all music styles one can find movies,
performances, talks, dances, etc., all together more than a
1000 events. But the milieu is made mostly by the people
attending a festival; this means here 371000 visitor-day in
a week long fiesta. At least 40% of the weekly tickets
were sold outside of Hungary and the majority of the
attendants are students, originating a free international
flavour.
th

One unique feature of this festival is the Civilian
Island, which is a separated place in the area, where nonprofit organisations can introduce themselves and their
activities. From 1999 the FINE (Youth for Nuclear
Energy), the youth section of MNT (Hungarian Nuclear
Society) has been pitching a tent and providing
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inspection faster. The heads are installed in pairs at the
two sides of the weld seams. Two pairs are located at
opposite sides of the weld seam (with 180° shift). The
heads inspect the weld seams with angle. A comparison
study was made in order to choose the optimal cutting
method. As the quality of the cut surface is negligible the
plasma torch cutter became the preferred one. An orbital
end-of-arm plasma cutter tool concept was developed.
Two torches are installed in the face of each-other.
(Figure 38.)

EFDA ART. 5.1.A TASKS
TW6-TTBB-001-D4
TEST BLANKET MODULE INTEGRATION
O. Bede, I. G. Kiss
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: CEA, FZK
Contact E-mail: bede@rmki.kfki.hu
2007 is a year of an important milestone in the
history of Test Blanket Module (TBM) Integration
development. The activities of the two European (EU)
TBMs, the ceramic breeder HCPB and the liquid breeder
HCLL, are followed their own, independent ways until
the middle of 2007, when two independent reports were
published about the integration of the two EU TBMs into
ITER. The HCPB study was implemented by HAS in
collaboration with FZK. In the second half of the year the
two developer groups conciliated their efforts and a
common work plan was created, as a preparation of the
European TBM Consortium of Associates.

Figure 38. Cutter tool operated by robot arm

HAS started to collaborate also with CEACadarache in order to develop a common solution for the
integration of both European TBMs.

After the tool concepts development the space
requirement in ITER buildings became the main scope of
the project. TBM maintenance operations requires
significant area inside the Hot Cell building. The
maintenance of the TBM Ancillary Equipment Unit will
be implemented in a dedicated area, but not in the red
zone like the TBMs. This new area didn't exist in the
original plans so the preparation of a detailed requirement
document was started in 2007.

In the first half of 2007 the development focused
on the maintenance procedures and on the design of
required special tools which are necessary to connect and
disconnect the TBM Port Plug and the Ancillary
Equipment Unit in the port interspace.

TW6-TRP-010
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM FOR A
PULSED DEMO USING MOLTEN SALTS
Z. Homonnay, Z. Németh, S. Nagy,
K. Süvegh, A. Halácsy
ELTE
Collaboration: EFDA Close Support Unit, Garching
Contact E-mail:homonnay@chem.elte.hu
It is forecasted that DEMO may be operated in
pulsed mode which requires energy storage to compensate
for the sudden drop of the very high power output (1 GW
or more). Therefore it is imperative to develop an energy
storage system for this purpose. Several ways of energy
storage has been reviewed previously, and we have made
search for existing technologies for thermal energy
storage as the best candidate for the short term storage
required. It was found that existing industrial technologies
(used in the solar industry) feasible for the energy storage
of the planned DEMO are based on the heat capacity of
molten salts. These systems have the following
characteristics:

Figure 37. Orbital welding end-effector

Before welding the pipes will be roughly aligned.
A conceptual design was made to demonstrate that it is
possible to use a special welder end-effector which
consists of a modified manual orbital welding tool and
auxiliary gripper and positioner mechanism. This
complex tool is able to ensure the fine alignment of the
pipes before and during welding and the axial positioning
of the welding torch. All of these functions and the
attachment to the end of robot arm are operated by
pneumatics. (Figure 37.) For the inspection of the weld
seams a possible solution is to use phased-array ultrasonic
technology. A weld inspection tool concept was
developed. It uses 4 ultrasonic heads to make the
25
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hydrogen production by two chemical means: reactions
under plasma conditions and in supercritical water.

power output of 100-200 MW
storage capacity of about 1000 MWh
molten salts are usually mixtures of nitrates, in
an amount of 25 000 tons
temperature of the salt may reach ~560oC
in all these existing facilities, only sensible
heat of the molten salts are exploited, phase
change materials are not used in power plants
construction cost may vary from 20 to 50 USD
per kWh
but share the following drawbacks:
although these systems may be used for
DEMO at the blanket site heat extraction, the
huge size of the TES system is not attractive
and poses questions about the rate of energy
extraction
heat extraction at the divertor site is not
feasible with these systems because of the too
low temperature of the salts

Both hot and cold plasmas were considered. Both
types of plasmas are used (a) for hydrocarbon reforming,
the scale of raw materials reaching from methane to
Diesel oil, and (b) for decomposition of waste material or
biomass.
Regarding methane reformation an important new
idea of exergy regeneration and the use of low
temperature thermal sources were formulated in
connection with cold plasma processes. This line of
research certainly deserves further consideration.
The comparison of a number of plasma chemical
methods, conditions and equipments indicate that the
most important new developments are in the field of
waste water and biomass treatment. This seems to be an
outcome not only of environmental conscious thinking
but also of economic considerations.

Breakthrough for larger capacities and faster heat
extraction may be possible with phase change materials
(PCMs). Although fluorides have been reported as
potential PCMs with properly high and variable melting
points (eutectic systems), industrial or experimental trials
have not been found in the literature. Metal hydrides,
especially LiH with superior specific heat and specific
heat of fusion can be considered for TES, and PCM
storage may be combined with chemical storage to
improve performance. Size of the TES system could be
reduced to a few hundred tons of LiH as compared to
several thousand tons of nitrate salts.

Processes in supercritical water
The chemistry of supercritical fluids, with a
particular view of water much beyond its critical
conditions, is a new and promising field of chemical
industry. The high reaction rates together with the
variability of reaction conditions offer great possibilities
also in the field of practical hydrogen production. One of
the great drawbacks of these methods, however, is the
highly corrosive nature of supercritical water, a fact
which might greatly increase capital costs by the need of
using highly corrosion resistant materials. Whereas fossil
energy carriers can easily be converted to hydrogen under
supercritical conditions, the real interest seems to be with
biomass gasification, a process which, due to the natural
carbon dioxide cycle, does not increase the net CO2
content of the atmosphere. Most recent results indicate
that high temperatures and pressures (almost 1000 oC and
25 MPa) together with the use of catalysts seem to be the
most advantageous conditions.

Lithium hydride based TES offers several
branches of advanced applications in energy conversion
and storage using potassium as additive material. These
applications need more research efforts including detailed
thermodynamical evaluations

TW6-TRP-011
CHEMICAL METHODS
OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION

Summary
The foregoing text, together with the previous
report, tried to give a short summary on several methods
of direct transformation of heat into chemical energy,
mainly into that of hydrogen. A good number of methods
proposed are either completely free of carbon dioxide
formation or are based on organic wastes or agricultural
products what means that, whatever the details are, no
net increase of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere can
occur in view of the carbon cycle in Nature.

R. Schiller, G. Nagy
KFKI AEKI
Collaboration: IPP-Garching
Contact E-mail:schiller@aeki.kfki.hu

Plasma chemical processes
This report summarizes our work on the
continuation of the investigations carried out in 2006
under contract number TW 5-TRP-008. It deals with

The radiation chemical water decomposition is
promising also from the point of hydrogen production.
Here, however, much basic research is still needed.
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To minimize the TBM shutdown time and
maximize the TBM exchange operation reliability, it has
been suggested by the ITER Remote Handling Section
that three additional PP are procured. In this way, the new
TBM can be fitted off-line (i.e. during machine
operations) on the additional three PP’s and properly
tested inside the HC, prior to installation onto the
machine. During the TBM shutdown, the newly fitted
TBM PPs are simply swapped with the old ones. Logic
behind the process explained above were detailed worked
out.

EFDA ART.5.1.B TASKS
TW6-TVR-VHTP
ITER TEST BLANKET SYSTEM DESIGN
INTEGRATION AND MAINTENANCE ASPECTS

O. Bede
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: ITER Organization
Contact E-mail: bede@rmki.kfki.hu

Other main components of Test Blanket System
are the Ancillary Equipment Units (AEU) which are
placed in every three TBM ports during operation. The
complex maintenance task of TBM system requires the
exchange and refurbishment of AEUs too. A solution for
transport of AEU is proposed and maximum acceptable
outer dimensions are defined.

Visiting Researcher in ITER Organization
ITER Organization demanded from EFDA a
visitor researcher for 6 months to work out the remote
handling (RH) related tasks of the Test Blanket Systems.
An HAS expert were selected for this job.

TW6-TVM-LIP
MODIFICATION OF ITER MATERIALS

During the first 10 years of ITER operation 4
different plasma scenarios will be used. Hence it will be
possible to investigate the characteristics of different Test
Blanket Module (TBM) concepts which will be installed
during operation for the different phases of ITER
operation in the equatorial ports #2, #16 and #18. In the
different phases of ITER operation different TBMs will
be used. Therefore a complex maintenance process is
necessary for exchange the TBMs. Any operation to be
carried out remotely on ITER large and heavy
components (whether in the Vacuum Vessel or in the Hot
Cell) will be complex and risky, and it will not be allowed
to fail for cost and time schedule reasons. Further, rescue
from any failure may results difficulties or indeed
impossible. Aim of the proposed TBM system alternate
designs is therefore to simplify all associated RH
operations. Two TBMs will be accommodated in a
common port plug frame in every ports. Installation and
removal of TBMs to (from) the Vacuum Vessel will be
possible by the installation and removal of the Port Plugs
(PP), as an ITER standard operation. But the handling of
shield & TBM units have to be made in Hot Cell. The
reference design of TBM PP, developed by ITER Blanket
Group, was revised and further design concepts were
worked out to simplify the TBM RH exchange operations
in the Hot Cell (HC). The new PP designs are compared,
advantages and disadvantages are presented as a result of
this visiting research. Two solution were proposed. One
with metal gasket and the other solution with welded lip
seals. (Figure 39.) The most important advantage of the
new concept is that only one access direction is necessary
to insert and remove the TBM & shield units.

DOCUMENTS AND ASSESSMENT OF MATERIALS
DATA

F. Gillemot
KFKI AEKI
Objective
The future fusion devices end of life neutron
irradiation fluence will be in the range of 30-150 dpa,
which is two magnitudes higher than the present fission
reactor fluences. Presently few high flux material testing
reactors can irradiate material samples to this high fluence
range, but the irradiation spectra, the occurrence of
helium bubbles, and effect of transmutations are different
in research reactors and in fusion devices. Testing
materials in realistic fusion environment a special
spallation source the IFMIF is designed. Material
Properties Handbook (MPH) for the designers and
regulators of ITER (the first real fusion device of which is
under construction) has been elaborated during the
previous years by a group of material specialist. The
purpose of the project was to perform a survey on the
applicability of the ITER MPH for IFMIF design.
Results
Several structural materials of ITER and IFMIF
will be the same, and the environmental conditions are
also similar. The chapters of ITER MPH deal with the
mechanical and physical properties of 316 LN stainless
steels, Euroferr, and lithium in as received and in service
aged conditions directly can be used at the design work of
IFMIF.
Methods
The present preliminary design of IFMIF has been
studied and the ageing mechanism of the IFMIF structural
materials identified. The main ageing process is the very
high fluence irradiation. The fluence rate and the local

Figure 39. Proposed TBM Port Plug concept
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Participation Facilities Questionnaire (RPTC_0196) was
sent out to the Remote Participation Technical Contact
persons of the European Fusion Associations. [1]

heat transfer requirements are also beyond of the values
usual in engineering structures. The descriptions of the
relevant ageing mechanisms have been elaborated. The
ITER MPH have been overviewed whether these ageing
trend curves are included in it or not, and the list of
missing data have been reported.

The progress of the use of teleconferencing
facilities has been demonstrated by organization of
working meetings; a series of working seminars VC-TIER
(Topic of Interest to EFDA Remote Participation) were
held normally with up to 15 participants of the European
fusion
laboratories
using
the
H.323
based
videoconference discussing restricted topics only
concerning video-conferencing. The progress in
increasing use of the H.323 based standard is shown in
Figure 40. and has been reported as deliverables [2].

Remaining work
The project finished. Final report has been sent to
EFDA.

TW3-TPR-RPSUP
COORDINATION OF REMOTE PARTICIPATION
P. Giese
KFKI RMKI
Contact E-mail: giese@rmki.kfki.hu
Contact Jabber ID: kfki_piroska_giese
Figure 40. Rregistered H.323 equipments in EFDA labs

The EFDA Technology Remote Participation
activity provides co-ordination of developments in the
infrastructure for remote participation within the Fusion
Associations and EFDA.

The meetings have been recorded and put into the
video on demand archive for replay by restricted user
(http://vod.niif.hu).
For
an
EFDA-wide
Authorisation
and
Authentication Solution, a meeting on “PAPI/Shibboleth”
was held in November 2006 at JET. As an outcome of the
meeting a PAPI based federation as a test-bed has been
set up for a common security infrastructure in EFDA
sites. It groups 4 laboratories: DRFC, CIEMAT, IST and
JET. Additionally, two organizations EFDA and
KFKI/HAS are in the process of joining.

The task covers Remote Participation technical
activities for:
•

•

•
•

•

Exploitation of the JET facilities under EFDA
based
on
JET
RP
Users’
Group
recommendations;
Inter-Association collaborations, in particular
the EU Taskforces Integrated Tokamak
Modelling and Plasma Wall Interaction;
Support and Technical Development through
EFDA RP technical contact persons;
Collaborations among Associations, including
other organizations involved in fusion
research.
EU Activities within the ITER Framework

[1] RPTC_0196 EFDA RP Facilities Questionnaire
[2] RPTC_0206 EFDA Remote Participation facilities – Survey 2007
[3] RPTC_0227 Final Report on the Status of the EFDA
Teleconferencing
[4] Balme S, Giese P, Vega J: Support tools for the EFDA RP
collaboration - Poster presentation at the sixth IAEA Technical Meeting
on Control, Data Acquisition, and Remote Participation for Fusion
Research held in Inuyama, Japan June 4-8, 2007

The activity is organized in five broad technical

TW6-TPDS-DIADES
PARTICIPATION IN EUROPEAN
DIAGNOSTICS FOR ITER

topics:
•
•
•
•

Teleconferencing and Telecommunication
Remote Experiment Participation
Networking and Security Issues
Remote facilities including Remote Data and
Remote Computer Access

PP11 ITER VISIR MECHANICAL DESIGN
S. Récsei, D. Nagy, Sz. Tulipán

Documentation and User Facilities

KFKI RMKI

The work carried out in the frame of EFDA
contract EFDA/06-1375, Support to EFDA Remote
Participation in particular the status of Teleconferencing,
Networks and Computer security and Documentation and
Collaboration has been reported and delivered within the
fusion community [3] and presented on the 6th IAEA
Technical Meeting in Japan. [4]

Collaboration: CEA Cadarache
Contact E-mail:daniel.nagy@rmki.kfki.hu
The Visible/Infrared Wide - Angle Viewing
Diagnostics System (VisIR) is located in four equatorial
ports and monitors the internal components of the
Vacuum Vessel (VV) in three directions.

At the request of the EFDA Leader a survey of the
Remote Participation facilities has been carried out in
January 2007. The revised questionnaire, EFDA Remote

The diagnostics system can be broken down to
three main subsystems: first mirrors near the plasma,
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middle mirrors transmitting the beam toward the
telescopes and telescopes transmitting the beam beyond
the port plug. The development of these components is
done in international cooperation. Hungarian contribution
to this diagnostics was the mechanical design and
development of housing and cooling for the 6 first and 2
middle mirrors, taking into account the harsh environment
very close to the first wall, the geometric constraints and
the requirement of remote maintenance in the hot cell.

PP12 ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT
CONTRIBUTION TO THE ITER TSCL
DIAGNOSTICS
B. Mészáros
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: UKAEA-Culham, UK
Contact E-mail:botond.meszaros@rmki.kfki.hu

Conceptual design of optical labyrinth
During the year 2007 the development of the
optical labyrinth of the ITER TSCL diagnostic has been
advanced seriously (for labyrinth see Figure 42.) while
taking the following considerations into account.

Figure 41. VisIR first and middle mirrors housing with cooling system
and mirror holders

A design concept was developed with the
following features, see Figure 41.:
•

•

There are 3 pairs of first mirrors representing 3
lines of sight. Two of them are integrated into
a Front mirror holder cassette, the third is in
the Upper mirror holder. The two middle
mirrors are held by the middle mirror holder
cassettes. The temperature of the cassettes is
regulated by cooling plates.
The copper alloy housing first wall and side
walls are cooled by channels and pipes inside
the walls. The housing walls are manufactured
with a special welding process called HIP.

17611 BSM penetration

Figure 42. Areas of the development

The actual need for covering the full light path in
the port between the BSM and the second mirror was
investigated. There are three different concepts created for
the integration of the labyrinth into the port considering
its mounting, cooling as well as the optical alignment.
The shape and material of the inner wall have been
carefully studied to be able to reduce the effects of the
sputtering phenomena and avoid light scattering from the
laser beam. As a result, Tungsten material combined with
a special asymmetric tooth shape has been proposed.
Evidently the labyrinth needs to be equipped with cooling
and baking channels. Therefore a thin wall formable
cooler pipe has been installed in a helical groove, cut in
the outer surface of the labyrinth.

The above detailed structure was then analysed
applying first only mechanical loads including gravity
forces and electromagnetic loads during disruptions, then
also thermal loads from plasma heating, volumetric heat
generation from neutron irradiation and cooling
properties, and finally coupled thermomechanical
calculations.
The results show, that the chosen solutions are
promising, and they can serve as a good basis for further
development.

Conceptual design of the mirror mounting and
extension tubes
Regarding the mirror mountings it must be noted
first, that since there is no final decision on the mirror
material the following two materials were considered:
stainless steel as the most simple case and molybdenum
which is the most promising candidate. Taking several
factors into account, such as alignment, mirror material,
mirror adjusting and mirror replacement, the separate
mirror case was finally chosen instead of the one
integrated into the extension tube. Following a detailed
study three different mirror mounting solutions have been
proposed. A special HIP welded structure shall be created
to realise the cooling and baking of the mirror. To be able
to meet the fairly conservative neutron target of 6 orders
of magnitude reduction through the port, the most
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efficient mixture of materials must be applied: 30% H2O,
5% Boron and 65% SS. This mixture will be added into
the extension tubes and will also provide the required
cooling and baking. During 2007, the replacement
technique of the mirrors was also developed.

Flexible cooling pipes
Rotary part

Vacuum
feedthrough

Conceptual design of the BSM penetration
The investigation of the BSM penetration was a
task first to see the recent status of ITER BSM
development and secondly to create different options for
its aperture size, shape and material. As a result, the
aperture of the FW (first wall) and its shielding has been
considered separately to be rectangular, circular, stepped
shape or their combination, hence several concepts were
designed to represent the solutions. Furthermore the
internal surface is proposed to have a low sputtering
coefficient material coating.

Figure 43. Three mirrors on a carousel

Movable arms

Actuators

Figure 44. Mirrors on arms

PP2 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE
RETRACTABLE TUBE FOR ITER CORE CXRS

Both concepts with spare mirrors were found to be
too complicated and not justifying a gain in less frequent
tube replacements (only by a factor of 3 or 2). Because of
this these concepts were not kept, and an option with the
single mirror and a fast shutter was investigated instead.

T. Baross
KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: FZJ, ITER-NL, and UKAEA
Contact E-mail: baross@rmki.kfki.hu

Floating flange
Shutter mechanism

Framework of the task
The work performed by HAS was carried out in
cooperation with other parties of the ITER core CXRS
cluster, such as FZJ, ITER-NL, and UKAEA. The main
task of the engineering activities was the Retractable tube
concept.

Figure 45. Single Mirror option

To the Single Mirror option (Figure 45.), a larger
and more reliable Shutter could be developed by FZJ. In
addition, the mirror alignment has also become easier.
This option has got a floating flange, which compensates
the thermal expansion of the 5m long tube. Further
investigation is needed in terms of tube’s and cassette’s
bending deformations and tolerances, where the cassette
shall hold the other optical elements.

The coordination of the engineering activities is
done by FZJ, and HAS contribution was made in close
collaboration with FZJ.
The purpose of the Retractable tube in Upper port 3
Because of predictions for a short lifetime of the
first mirror, it has to be replaced many times during the
ITER lifetime. To solve this problem a tube shall hold the
First mirror and its shielding shutter. In this case the
mirror exchange can be performed by only exchanging
the tube, without the replacement of the complete Port
Plug.

Floating flange

Work performed by HAS

Cassette

To reduce the frequency of the maintenance many
options were examined for mirror replacement inside the
Port Plug. Among the many ideas two solutions seemed
feasible: the mirrors are either on a carousel, or on two
arms. See Figure 43-44.

Figure 46. Section view from the tube and the cassette
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sequence of removing an element is to slide it sideways in
toroidal direction in front of the port, and to extract
radially from the VV into a transfer cask. For installation
the opposite sequence is used. For toroidal movement a
toroidal rail based machine is used. But the basic machine
of divertor maintenance is the radial tractor that moves in
radial direction between cask and VV. This machine has a
manipulator arm for performing different RH operations
(bolt, pipe, etc handling) and can be equipped with
different end-effectors to transport the toroidal mover,
different types of cassettes, radial rail segments,
diagnostics rack, etc.

For the tube cooling two models were developed:
•

•

Several tubes: one external tube, two enclosed
tubes and one enclosed shaft are built together,
where the cooling water is flowing between
the tube layers in grooves. See Figure 47.
Single tube with gun-drilled cooling channels.
See Figure 48.

At the next design step these two concepts shall be
combined: gun drilling channels for the head part, and
enclosed tubes for the rest parts.

The main boundary condition that changed
between DEMO and ITER is the increase in major radius
from 6.2 to 7.5 m. This shall increase the weight and size
of the cassettes.

Enclosed tubes

The segmentation of the divertor was changed, too.
Instead of 6.66 degree cassettes at ITER, 11.25 deg
cassettes were assumed. This increases the cassette
weight significantly, from 12 t (ITER), to 25 t. Therefore
the cantilevered radial transportation of ITER was not
adapted, but instead, a new CTM is proposed that
supports the cassettes from the bottom.

Figure 47. Cooling between several tubes

2, 3 and 4 ports were considered for the divertor
replacement, and many corresponding scenarios
examined. For this study a scenario handling 3 ports in
parallel was selected.
Figure 48. Gundrilled cooling channels

Maintenance time was estimated using mainly
ITER assumptions, and for the entire blanket maintenance
71 days were calculated instead of the 179 days in ITER.
The change is due to the fact, that complete parallel
handling of the ports were assumed and that there are
fewer cassettes.

Presently it is assumed that the Shutter’s cooling is
in the same circuit as the tube`s, but the First Mirror has
to have a separate heating/cooling.
The retractable tube concept is also being studied
by other ITER parties, but collaborations has not been
established yet.

It was also examined as to what extent parallel
divertor and blanket maintenance is possible. The
conclusion is that if in-vessel toroidal machine in used for
blanket maintenance, there are no real possibilities for
parallel blanket/divertor replacement.

TW6-TRP-004-D1B
DEMO DIVERTOR MAINTENANCE
D. Nagy

TW5-TPDS-DIARFB
ITER TOMOGRAPHY – X-RAY DIAGNOSTICS

KFKI RMKI
Collaboration: CEA Fontenay-Aux-Roses
Contact E-mail:Daniel.Nagy@rmki.kfki.hu

AND NEUTRON CAMERAS DIAGNOSTIC

S. Kálvin, B. Kardon
The goal of this task was to work out a scheme of
divertor maintenance for DEMO, including divertor
segmentation, handling operations inside the divertor
ports, and integration of divertor handling in the overall
maintenance scenario. As far as it is known, it is the first
such study on DEMO divertor maintenance. The
approach was that the design and handling of DEMO
divertor shall be similar to that of ITER, therefore
considerable effort was made to study existing ITER
concepts, and then, taking into account several boundary
conditions, try to adapt the same concept to DEMO.

KFKI RMKI
Contact E-mail:kalvin@rmki.kfki.hu

Performance analysis and optimization of
detector locations
and lines of sight of the ITER soft x-ray
The soft x-ray (SXR) diagnostics in plasma
devices is a very important diagnostic that is useful for
MHD and saw tooth analysis, and can also be used for
transport analysis and plasma-position control. Therefore
for the ITER device SXR detectors suitable for the unique
environment vacuum photoelectron detector (VPD) were

The divertor is segmented into cassettes. For
maintenance 3-4 divertor ports are used through which all
equipment and cassettes are inserted and removed. Each
port is central to the sector which it serves. The general
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The performance assessment of the tomographic
measurement presented in the Final Report is based on a
statistical method (Bayesian statistical analysis). The
result is quantitative, it measures the performance by the
value of the Expected Utility that is the gain of
information from the measurement. The measurement
efficiency of some physically meaningful quantity were
investigated such as the position of the impurity radiation,
the asymmetry of the impurity radiation and the central
electron temperature drop during saw tooth collapse.

developed recently to fulfill the request of fusion
community.
The new radiation hard detectors can be placed
more compact to the plasma e.g. inside the wall behind
the blanket and within the port plugs providing much
improved plasma coverage. The aim of this task is to
assess the potential benefit and optimum distribution of
lines of sights for the SXR diagnostic for physics analysis
through tomographic reconstructions.
In 2007 the examinations were completed and the
Final Report was finished.

The effect of the noise level to the performance of
the tomographic measurement was also assessed. It was
found that in the noise level of 2% the reconstruction
quality is good, while above 10% the result of the
tomographic reconstruction is not useful.

Construction of appropriate phantoms, based on
the standard ITER scenarios the SXR emissivity is
calculated from the expected temperature and density
profile taking into account the Bremsstrahlung and the
impurity radiations. The impurity lines and continuum
emission for ITER reference plasmas were modeled using
the ADAS atomic data base and the SANCO impurity
transport code (Design study for ITER x-ray and VUV
spectrometry systems R. Barnsley, M. OMullane, I. H.
Coffey ongoing EFDA Task). The results of these
calculations enable us to calculate the total emissivity and
the spectral distribution of SXR radiation supposing
poloidal symmetry. The result shows that light impurities
as Carbon and Beryllium mainly radiate at the very edge
of the plasma below 1keV, while the heavy impurity as
Argon, Nickel and Tungsten radiate in the whole plasma
up to 10keV.

Figure 49. Proposed line of sight for SXR. Camera

One of the ITER physics issue is the investigation
of migration of the tungsten from the divertor to the bulk
plasma. For performance investigation of the SXR
tomographic system the following scenarios are chosen:
Ze = 1.7 with an assumed helium fraction of 4%, 2%,
beryllium, 0.12% argon and 0.01% nickel with varying
tungsten concentration from 0.0001% to 0.01%.
For reconstruction of the SXR emissivity profile
the
series-expansion
constrained
optimization
tomography method was used. The prior information
which used for compensating the insufficient number of
lines of sight was the anisotropic smoothness on flux
surfaces. For the input data namely for the calculated
signal of the detectors the spectral sensitivity of the
detector and the spectral distribution of the plasma
radiation were taken into account.

Figure 50. Accuracy of the determination of the position of a radiating
ring.

The aim of the task was to suggest performance of
the SXR camera system for the best accuracy of the
determination of the radiation profile. Therefore camera
and line of sight arrangement were proposed for the ITER
SXR system taking into account the technical constraints,
limitation and the available VPD detectors. The camera
and LOS arrangement is based on cameras with 5
detectors, each detector mounted with collimator.
•
•
•

6 cameras are placed in the upper port plug,
8 cameras are placed in the equatorial port
plug,
15 cameras are placed behind the blanket
modules in different toroidal locations.

Figure 51. Example of a reconstructed SXR radiation distribution.
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shift of the emissivity profile - can be quantified. The
performance with the Lower VNC is better than with the
Upper VNC but the Upper VNC still provides useful
information.

Performance assessment of the combination of radial
and vertical neutron cameras
The task of “Performance assessment of the
combination of radial and vertical neutron cameras” was
finished in 2007 and the Final Report was submitted in
November 2007. The aim of this task is to assess by
tomography simulations, the measurement performance
of the combination of radial and vertical neutron cameras
for various line-of-sight distributions and various plasma
conditions in view of the ability to fulfil the ITER
requirements for neutron source profile and total fusion
power.

The main uncertainties of the
performance assessment are the following:
•

•

The Final Report summarises the results achieved
during the contract period. A tomographic method was
developed which can take into account the effect of the
scattered neutrons to the measurement. It was
demonstrated that for reconstruction of the 2D neutron
emissivity profile it is not necessary that the measurement
to be a perfect line integral of the 14.1 MeV neutrons. The
effect of the finite viewing cone of the measurement and
the effect of the low energy scattered neutrons can be
handled adequately. This tomographic method can be
used if sufficient information about the contribution of the
scattered neutrons is available which can be calculated by
detailed MCNP simulation and in-vessel calibration of the
neutron cameras.

presented

without sufficient information on the scattered
neutrons the error of the measurement
supposed in the performance assessment may
not be adequate.
if there is no sufficient information on the
scattered neutrons the effect of these neutrons
could not be taken into account in the
tomographic reconstruction, that is the
performance, mainly for the option with the
Upper VNC, is much worse (the channels with
high scattered/un-scattered ratio are not useful).

The performance assessment was restricted to the
case when the 14.1 MeV neutrons born in the D-T
reaction dominate over the 2.5 MeV neutrons born in the
D-D reaction. In plasma the temperature of interest the DT reaction rate is two orders of magnitude higher than the
D-D reaction rate, therefore our investigation is valid if
the T-D fuel ratio is higher than 10%.
In the opposite case the following complications
will arise:
•

The performance assessment of the tomographic
measurement presented in this report is based on a
statistical method (Bayesian statistical analysis). The
result is objective and quantitative, it measures the
performance by the value of the Expected Utility that is
the gain of information from the measurement. The
measurement efficiency of some physically meaningful
quantity was investigated such as the total neutron yield,
peaking of the emissivity profile and the horizontal shift
of the emissivity profile with respect to the flux surfaces.

•

•

The investigations were done for a particular ITER
scenario with additional perturbations as more peaking of
the profile, shift of the peak of the emissivity and
additional asymmetric radially localized perturbations.
The assumption on the expected emissivity profile is
based on the result of recent fusion experiments. As the
performance of the measurement depends on the expected
range of the 2D emissivity distribution, detailed physics
simulations are needed for assessment of the neutron
emissivity profile to be expected during ITER operation.
The total neutron yield can be determined with
reasonable accuracy with all combinations of the neutron
cameras (the RNC on its own as well). In the case of nonconstant emissivity on the flux surfaces - such as shift of
the emissivity profile with respect to the flux surfaces or
in the case of asymmetric perturbation of the emissivity
profile - the RNC on its own gives unreliable results.
Combination with VNC these features of the emissivity
profile can be diagnosed and the related quantity - the

due to the low neutron production rate of the
2.5MeV neutrons the counting error of the
measurement will be significant and it depends
on the efficiency of the detector.
the separation of the contribution of the
2.5MeV neutrons and of the 14.1MeV
neutrons from the measurement signal is
difficult.
in this case the effect of the scattered neutrons
may not be taken into account in the
tomographic
reconstruction
which
significantly increase the uncertainty of the
measurement.

Figure 52. The LOS of the considered neutron cameras
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reconstruction. The Final Report was submitted o March
18, 2008.
The line of sigh has been optimized and the likely
performance of the reconstruction of the 2D emissivity
profile has been assessed and reported. The work based
on the technical constrains. The main conclusions are the
followings:
•

•

•

•
Figure 53. Results of the performance assessment for different neutron
camera combinations.

For reconstruction of the ITER radiation
profile the appropriate method is the seriesexpansion constrained optimization which was
optimized for the ITER case.
With the propose line of sight both the bulk
and the divertor radiation profile can be
reconstructed reasonable well.
The assessment of the CX-neutral wall load
distribution in the divertor chamber is also
acceptable.
There is enough line of sight, that is a failure
of the channels does not render the bolometer
system unusable.

The line of sight and cameras distribution have
been redistributed taking into account the recent
conceptual bolometer camera design. The results of the
performance assessment changes in ITER following the
design review in 2007. Furthermore, the toroidal
distribution of the bolometer cameras has also been
rationalized.
As the signal to noise ratio is a crucial parameter
for the performance of the bolometer system, effort was
done to optimized the bolometer collimator system. The
optimization of the collimator system for each camera is
indispensable for the engineering design of the cameras.
During the optimization of the collimator system the
engineering technical constrains were also taken into
account.

Figure 54. Example of the tomographic reconstruction of the neutron
emissivity profile. Detector combination: Ex-vessel RNC, In-port RNC
and Upper VNC.

There are several parameters which are an
important input for the bolometer detector and camera
design and depend on the LOS arrangement and the
collimator system. The following ones were determined:

TW6-TPDS-DIADES D5
ITER BOLOMETRY

•

S. Kálvin, G. Grunda

•

KFKI RMKI
•

Contact E-mail:kalvin@rmki.kfki.hu

•
The bolometer system is one of the most useful
diagnostic for tokamak devices. It can be used for
machine protection and discharge control. For these
purposes the amount and the distribution of the radiation
power has to be determined with good accuracy. The
measurement of the radiation distribution is also
important for validation of the numerical modeling of the
plasma. The determination of the radiation profile
requires tomographic reconstruction.

•

•

The expected radiation power as seen by each
individual detector was assessed.
The surface load of the each camera head was
determined.
The requirements for the alignment accuracy
of each bolometer detector was assessed.
The impact of some potentially perturbing
effect on the bolometer diagnostic were
investigated.
These investigation includes the effect of the
synchrotron radiation and the effect of optical
thickness in the divertor.
The improvement of the numerical simulation
was carried out in order to get more realistic
performance assessment.

The impact of potentially perturbing effect on the
bolometer
diagnostic
was
investigated.
These
investigations include the effect of the synchrotron
radiation and the effect of optical thickness in the
divertor.

In the design period of ITER tokamak our
contribution covers the tomographic studies for bolometer
diagnostics. The aim of EFDA contract “06-1447”is to
optimize the bolometer system for tomographic
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collimator has to achieve two main goals: preventing the
detector from the stray ECRH radiation (with the
wavelength of 1.7mm) and to damp any EC radiation up
to 0.1mm wavelength at least by a factor of 104.

The improvement of the numerical simulation was
carried out in order to get more realistic performance
assessments.
A set of parameters derived from the 2D
emissivity profile was proposed. These parameters
characterize the main features of the expected emissivity
profile. Therefore, they can be used for the performance
assessment of the bolometer system.

A quantitative measure of the performance of the
determination of the 2D emissivity profile is proposed.
The assessment of the performance is based on the
estimation uncertainty of some derived scalar quantity.
The performance assessment of the bolometer system was
done for the ITER scenario 2.

A quantitative performance assessment was
developed to determine the accuracy of the measurement
of physically meaningful parameters derived from the
reconstructed emission profile.

It can be concluded that the performance of the
system is good in the case of high quality measurement,
the accuracy should be below 1-2%. There is a problem to
resolved fine structures at the plasma edge, because it is
impossible create sufficient edge coverage and for the low
signal level of the edge detectors. It is also problematic to
resolve structure below few cm in the divertor chamber
especially in high (5 %) measurement error.

A qualitative performance assessment was done
for the proposed LOS arrangement, noise level and
optimized collimator system. For some scenarios the
quantitative performance assessment were done in order
to check the results of the qualitative performance
assessment and for validation of the required signal to
noise level.
Particular care was taken to give good coverage in
the important region of the plasma, for the toroidal
distribution of the cameras and the required number of the
cameras therefore it is not expected that the position,
orientation and number of the cameras has to be
significantly modified.
The detailed analysis and optimization of the
collimator design was done to maximize the light yield
that is the signal to noise ratio of the measurement and to
avoid the viewing limitation due to the construction
elements increasing the error of the measurement to
unacceptable level.
Based on the proposed LOS arrangement and the
optimized cameras design the expected level of the
cameras was assessed. It was found mostly of the cameras
have an appropriate signal level for high quality
measurement. The signal level for the cameras observing
the edge of the bulk plasma with high spatial resolution is
critical that narrows the usefulness of these cameras.
In order to assess the required accuracy of the
mounting of the camera to the ITER, and to assess the
required accuracy of the in-vessel calibration of the
camera LOS direction relative to the ITER component the
effect of the alignment error to the measurement was
investigated. It was found that below the 0.01 radian
alignment error the error in the measurement is negligible,
below 0.5 %.

Figure 55. Proposed Line of Sight for ITER bolometer diagnostic.

For thermal analysis of the bolometer detector
head the power load on the detector head due to the
electromagnetic radiation was calculated. Depending on
the position of the detector the power load can reaches the
value up to 20kW/m2.
An assessment of the radiation mean free path is
much higher than the characteristic size of the plasma,
therefore it is not expected that the self absorptions on the
radiation causes any degradation on the bolometer
measurement.
The power of the electron cyclotron radiation of
the high temperature plasma (higher than 35 keV) is
comparable at the place of the bolometer absorber foil. To
avoiding the perturbation of the measurement the

Figure 56. Example reconstruction of the main chamber radiatition .
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The study included clash analysis between
cameras and divertor parts, numerical calculation to
simulate the thermal responses of bolometer cameras. The
thermal analysis was performed based on the results of
nuclear heat deposition calculation by FZK.

The aim of engineering component of the task
was to perform a conceptual engineering analysis and
feasibility study of bolometer camera integration for the
ITER bolometer diagnostic.
Bolometer cameras are distributed around the
plasma inside the vacuum chamber. Their locations are
determined by the LOS optimization while taking
technical constraints into account. The bolometer minicameras are mounted behind the neutron shield, viewing
the plasma through the gaps between the divertor
cassettes, blanket modules, etc. During the feasibility
study two different bolometer mini-camera configurations
were designed and analyzed (Figure 57., Figure 58.).

The thermal investigations dealt with in detail
passive and active cooled cameras and different usage of
materials for collimators.

Figure 59. Temperature distribution on bolometer camera
(SS 316L collimator)

Figure 57. Pin-hole type camera

Figure 60. Temperature distribution on bolometer camera
(SS 316L collimator)

The conclusion is the collimator type camera is
feasible to build in, the usage of high conductance
materials would reduce the maximum temperatures
expected for the cameras significantly (Figure 59., Figure
60.).

Figure 58. Collimator type camera
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ANNEX 1.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION
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